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Abstract

A proper framework for measuring and mitigating risk in dynamic settings is of utmost importance,
on both a practical, as well as a theoretical level. In recent years, coherent risk measures have emerged
as a viable alternative to classical frameworks involving expected utility theory; their properties and
axiomatic representation theorems are well understood in static settings, and have recently been ex-
tended to dynamic decision problems. In practice, however, since the specification of the resulting
dynamic risk measures is typically much more involved, single-period static risk metrics are often used
to assess dynamic risk, due to their conciseness and ease of interpretability. This can lead to an over
or under-estimation of the true dynamic risk, as well as potentially inconsistent behavior.

In this paper, we investigate two different frameworks for assessing the risk in a multi-period decision
process: a dynamically inconsistent formulation (whereby a single, static risk measure is applied to
the entire sequence of future costs), and a dynamically consistent one, obtained by suitably composing
one-step risk mappings. We characterize the class of dynamically consistent measures that provide a
tight approximation for a given inconsistent measure, and discuss how the approximation factors can be
computed. For the case where the consistent measures are given by Average Value-at-Risk, we derive
a polynomial-time algorithm for approximating an arbitrary inconsistent distortion measure. We also
present exact analytical bounds for the case where the dynamically inconsistent measure is also given
by Average Value-at-Risk, and briefly discuss managerial implications in multi-period risk-assessment
processes. Our theoretical and algorithmic constructions exploit interesting connections between the
study of risk measures and the theory of submodularity and lattice programming, which may be of
independent interest.

1 Introduction

Recent years have witnessed numerous examples of poor risk management practices, surfacing in a variety
of areas of human activity. From the financial meltdown of 2007 and 2008, to the large-scale recalls
operated by Toyota or the Deepwater Horizon oil rig blowout, the question of adequate measurement,
presentation and mitigation of risk has been a hot topic of discussion and a source for academic research
and mainstream media coverage, alike.

While actual, the topic of risk is certainly not new. Classical paradigms studied in decision theory
ascribe risk by means of a concave utility function, so that a risk-averse decision maker’s goal becomes
to maximize his expected utility under a particular probability distribution (see, e.g., Von Neumann and
Morgenstern [56], Savage [47]). This approach has proven extremely influential in fields as diverse as
microeconomic theory, decision analysis, operations research, management science, and has witnessed
many extensions and developments. From a normative perspective, it has been argued that the main
pitfall of the expected utility paradigm is that it requires the complete specification of a utility function
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and knowledge of the (unique) probability distribution governing outcomes. From a descriptive point of
view, the theory fails to explain several well-known “paradoxes” of choice under uncertainty (Allais [5],
Ellsberg [19], Kahneman and Tversky [30]). This has lead to several relevant modifications and extensions
of expected utility theory (see, e.g., Simon [54], Kahneman and Tversky [30], Quiggin [37], Machina
[33], Yaari [60], Gilboa and Schmeidler [27], Schmeidler [49] and the recent book Wakker [57] for more
references), which typically involve a transformation of the underlying payoffs, probability distribution
or utility function.

The topic of risk has also been dealt with extensively in the field of mathematical finance. A standard
benchmark, popularized in the late 1990s and included in the Recommendations of the Basel Committee
on Banking Supervision of 2006 [10], is the quantile-based Value at Risk (or VaR) method. For a particular
measurement period (horizon) and a (typically small) probability level ε, it is defined as the loss in market
value over the respective horizon that is exceeded with probability ε [17]. Despite its popularity, the VaR
metric suffers from several known pitfalls, such as its ignorance with respect to the magnitude of the
losses (in the ε-tail of the loss distribution), and the fact that it does not reward risk diversification.

In recognition of these issues, and acknowledging the need for a more systematic approach to risk
measurement, Artzner et al. [6] introduced a set of axioms that any desirable risk metric should satisfy.
These properties are monotonicity, translation invariance, subadditivity and positive homogeneity, and
any risk measure satisfying all four is deemed to be coherent. As an example, it is known that VaR is not
coherent (since it lacks subadditivity), but the related measure of average value at risk (AVaR), which
examines tail expectations, is. Artzner et al. [6] proved that any coherent risk measure can be represented
as an expected value taken with respect to a worst-case probability measure, where the latter is chosen
by an adversary out of a set of allowable measures. The same paper also argued how any risk measure
can be seen as arising from a set of acceptable outcomes, whereby a particular cost is deemed acceptable
if and only if the risk associated with it is non-positive, and the riskiness in any cost is given by the
(constant) reduction that would make it acceptable.

Since the seminal paper of Artzner et al., several variations and extensions of coherent risk measures
have been introduced and studied in the literature (see, e.g., Wirch and Hardy [59], Rockafellar and
Uryasev [41, 39], Wang [58], Föllmer and Schied [22], Kusuoka [31], Acerbi [2], Föllmer and Schied
[23], Frittelli and Gianin [24], Eichhorn and Römisch [18], Ruszczynski and Shapiro [46], as well as the
books Föllmer and Schied [23], Pflug and Römisch [36] and Shapiro et al. [53] for more references).
Most notable among them are the convex risk measures [22, 24, 32] (which correspond to relaxing the
axioms of subadditivity and positive homogeneity into the weaker requirement of convexity), as well as
the distortion or spectral risk measures (see, e.g., [59, 58, 2, 31, 55] and the references therein). Several
interesting connections have also been drawn between risk measures and utility functions, by means of
optimized certainty equivalents (Ben-Tal and Teboulle [11]).

Most of the above papers treat the case of a static (i.e., single-period) risk measurement. In most
real-world settings of interest, the underlying problems are dynamic, requiring an assessment of risk at
multiple points in time. For instance, financial institutions are routinely required to assess the riskiness
of their portfolios at the end of each trading day. Similarly, a manufacturer would typically desire a
dynamic assessment of the risks in its future revenue streams, so as to reflect potential changes in its
procurement or credit cost structure, or in its realized sales.

A näıve approach to dynamic risk assessment at an intermediate time t would be to apply a static
risk measure to the total future costs accumulated over the remaining problem horizon1, and conditioned
on the available information at time t. However, this could immediately lead to inconsistencies in the
decision process, whereby risk preferences would change in a seemingly irrational fashion between con-
secutive assessment periods. A simple example adapted from Artzner et al. [7] that exhibits the dynamic
inconsistency of a näıve AVaR is illustrated in Figure 1, and described below.

1This could be the case when the latter costs correspond to a locked-in financial position [7].
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Example 1.1. Consider the tree in Figure 1. For the random cost Y satisfying Y pUUq � 10, Y pUMq �
�12, Y pUDq � �14, Y pDUq � 20, Y pDMq � �22, Y pDDq � �22, under a uniform probability distribu-
tion, it can be checked that AVaR2{3pY |Uq � AVaR2{3pY |Dq � �1, while AVaR2{3pY q � 1. In particular,
under the risk-measure AVaR2{3, the position Y is acceptable in every state of the world in stage t � 2,
but it is unacceptable at t � 1.
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Figure 1: Example showing dynamic inconsistency of the risk measure AVaR2{3. The loss is acceptable
in nodes U and D, but unacceptable in node R.

We remark that there is nothing special about the particular choices in our example, i.e., similar
constructions could be devised for other static risk measures, and for different sample spaces or probability
measures. The main reason why the inconsistency arises is the very specification of the dynamic risk
measurement process at the different time points.

From a purely pragmatic point of view, however, the method suggested above seems eminently sen-
sible. The exact way of measuring the risk of future costs is easy to explain at any node in the sample
space, and the risk preference can be specified in a very compact fashion (e.g., at the root node R, by
giving a single static risk measure), which has the advantage of being easier to calibrate from observed
preference data, potentially leading to a wider adoption in practice.

In order to correct for such undesirable effects, one has to impose additional conditions of the risk
measurement process at distinct time periods. Such requirements have been discussed extensively in
the literature on decision theoretic models and dynamic risk theory (see, e.g., Epstein and Schneider
[20], Riedel [38], Cheridito et al. [13], Artzner et al. [7], Detlefsen and Scandolo [16], Roorda et al. [43],
Ruszczynski and Shapiro [45], Föllmer and Penner [21], Roorda and Schumacher [42], Ruszczyński [44]
and the references therein). While there are several notions of dynamic consistency (or time consistency,
as it is sometimes called), most authors agree on the basic interpretation of the requirement, namely that
if a certain outcome is considered less risky in all states of the world at time t� 1, then it should also be
considered less risky at time t. From a representation standpoint, it can be shown (see [20, 38, 43, 21, 44])
that any risk measure that is dynamically consistent is obtained by composing one-step conditional risk
mappings. In the context of the simple Example 1.1, this would imply that a risk measurement at node
R should consist of a risk measure applied to (conditional) risk assessments at nodes U and D.

From a pragmatic perspective, compared with the näıve (and dynamically inconsistent) risk measure-
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ment suggested before, the compositional representation entails a considerably more complicated form of
risk assessment, whereby, to calculate the risk of a future cost sequence, one needs to specify single-period
conditional risk mappings for every future time-point (and every node of the sample space). Furthermore,
our conversations with managers revealed a certain feeling that such a measurement process could result
in “overly conservative” assessments, since risks are compounded in time (for instance, in Example 1.1,
a dynamically-consistent AVaR requires computing conditional tail expectations of quantities that are
already conditional tail expectations of end costs). A theoretical underpinning for this effect has been
suggested in the recent paper by Shapiro [52], which formalizes a precise sense in which a compositional
risk measure can be more conservative than a näıve (static) one. The paper does not, however, provide
reverse conditions, and does not fully relate the two risk assessments.

With this motivation in mind, the goal of the present paper is to better understand the tradeoffs
between the consistent and näıve (inconsistent) risk measurements. We view the paper as a step towards
a systematic way of constructing risk-adjusted objective functions that are compatible with the modern
theory of risk measures, but are also computationally tractable and “easy” to calibrate and explain to
managers. Our contributions are as follows.

• We formalize the problem of comparing a dynamically consistent distortion risk measure µC and
an inconsistent distortion risk measure µI from the perspective of the first period in a multi-stage
decision process.

• We describe necessary and sufficient conditions that guarantee when µC underestimates the risk as
compared with µI . For any such pair of measures, we characterize the class of scaling factors α
such that α � µC overestimates risk as compared with µI . We call the smallest such factor the price
of dynamic consistency α�, reflecting the amount by which an inconsistent assessment of capital
requirement (under µI{α�) would have to be scaled in order to ensure that it meets the dynamically
consistent requirements (under µC).

• We show that, for general distortion risk measures µC and µI , it is NP-hard to assess the price of
dynamic consistency. However, when µC is given by a dynamically consistent version of the AVaR
risk measure, and the probability measure is uniform, then the price of consistency can be computed
in polynomial-time for any inconsistent distortion measure µI .

• For the two-period case where both µC and µI are given by AVaR risk measures, we derive an exact
analytical expression for the price of dynamic consistency, and we also characterize the risk measure
µC that would result in the smallest price of consistency. Our results provide an interesting man-
agerial insight, suggesting that, in order to minimize the price of dynamic inconsistency, one should
always be more conservative in the later stages of the dynamically consistent risk measurement
process. However, the extent of this effect depends on the initial degree of risk aversion in the näıve
measurement process - if one is highly risk averse, then it may actually be optimal to measure the
risk in the same way in each stage of the dynamically consistent process.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the necessary background in static and
dynamic risk measures, and introduces the precise mathematical formulation for the questions addressed
in the present paper. Section 3 discusses the case of arbitrary consistent and inconsistent distortion risk
measures, and characterizes the resulting price of dynamic consistency. Section 4 discusses the analytical
results for the case of AVaR, and Section 5 contains an analysis of the computational complexity for
finding the price of dynamic consistency. Section 6 concludes the paper.

1.1 Notation

With i   j, we use ri, js to denote the index set ti, . . . , ju. For a vector x P Rn and j P t1, . . . , nu, we

use xj to denote the j-th component of x. For a set S � t1, . . . , nu, we let xpSq def� °
iPS xi. Also, we use
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xS P Rn to denote the vector with components xi for i P S and 0 otherwise (e.g., 1S is the characteristic
vector of the set S), and x|S P R|S| to denote the projection of the vector x on the coordinates i P S.
When no confusion can arise, we denote by 1 the vector with all components equal to 1. We use xT for
the transpose of x, and xTy

def� °n
i�1 xi yi for the scalar product in Rn.

For a set or an array S, we denote by ΠpSq the set of all permutations on the elements of S. πpSq
or σpSq designate one particular such permutation, with πpiq denoting the element of S appearing in the
i-th position under permutation π.

We use ∆n to denote the probability simplex in Rn, i.e., ∆n def� tp P Rn� : 1Tp � 1 u. For a set
P � Rn, we use extpP q to denote the set of its extreme points.

Throughout the exposition, we adopt the convention that 0
0 � 1.

2 Consistent and Inconsistent Risk Measures

In this section, we provide a brief review of the relevant material in risk theory, and we formalize the
main question addressed in the current paper.

2.1 Probabilistic Model

We begin by describing the probabilistic model. Our notation and framework are closely in line with that
of Shapiro et al. [53], to which we direct the reader for more details.

Consider a scenario tree representation of the uncertainty space, t P r0, T s denotes the time (t � 0
corresponds to the the root node), Ωt represents the set of nodes at stage t P r0, T s, and Ci denotes the set
of children of node i P Ωt

2. With the set ΩT of elementary outcomes, we associate the σ-algebra FT � 2ΩT

of all its subsets, and we consider the filtration F0 � F1 � � � � � FT , where for any t P r0, T � 1s, Ft
denotes the sub-algebra of Ft�1 that is generated by the sets Ci, i P Ωt. In other words, the set tCiuiPΩt

forms the elementary events of Ft (and there is a one-to-one correspondence between the elementary
events of Ft and the set of nodes Ωt at time t). We also note that F0 � tH,ΩT u, the trivial σ-algebra.

We introduce a probability measure by specifying a vector of conditional probabilities pi P ∆|Ci| for
every i P Ωt, and for every t P r0, T � 1s. Note that pCi, 2Ci ,piq now represents a valid probability space3.
The conditional probabilities pi induce a joint probability measure p P ∆|ΩT | over the leaf nodes, which
we also refer to as the reference measure. To avoid trivial situations, we typically take p ¡ 0 (otherwise,
all the arguments can be repeated on a tree where leaves with pi � 0, i P ΩT are removed).

On the space pΩT ,FT ,pq, we use XT to denote the space of all functions XT : ΩT Ñ R that are
FT -measurable. Since any such function can be identified with a real vector in R|ΩT | (i.e., the space XT is
isomorphic with R|ΩT |), we denote by XT the random variable, and by XT the vector in R|ΩT | of induced
scenario-values. To this end, we identify the expectation of XT with respect to any measure q P ∆|ΩT | as
the scalar product of XT and q, i.e., Eq rXT s � qTXT . In a similar fashion, we introduce the sequence
Xt, t P r0, T�1s, where Xt is the sub-space of XT containing functions which are Ft-measurable. Note that
any function Xt P Xt is constant on every set Ci, i P Ωt, so that Xt can also be identified with the vector
Xt P R|Ωt|. We also introduce Xrt,τ s � Xt � � � � � Xτ , for any τ ¥ t, and, similarly, Xrt,τ s � pXt, . . . , Xτ q.

2.2 Static Risk Measures

Consider a discrete probability space pΩ,F ,Pq, and let X be a linear space of random variables on Ω,
typically restricted to be a subspace of LppΩ,F ,Pq, for some p ¡ 1. In the context of the scenario tree
outlined in Section 2.1, examples of such a space could be pΩT ,FT ,Pq, but also pCi, 2Ci ,piq, i P Ωt, t P

2In other words, tCi, i P Ωtu represents a partition of all the nodes in Ωt�1, @ t P t0, . . . , T � 1u
3Here and throughout, we adopt the same convention discussed in Section 1.1, whereby for any vector p P R|Ci| and any

S P 2|Ci|, ppSq �
°

jPS pj .
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r0, T � 1s. On such a space, we can define a risk measure as any function µ : X Ñ R satisfying the
following two properties:

[P1] Monotonicity. For any X,Y P X such that X ¥ Y , µpXq ¥ µpY q.
[P2] Translation invariance. For any X P X and any c P R, µpX � cq � µpXq � c.

A risk measure can be interpreted as the smallest cost-reduction that is needed to make a cost appear
as “acceptable”. More precisely, if µpXq ¤ 0, then no reduction from X is needed, and X is already
acceptable. In view of this, monotonicity essentially requires that a cost X that is always greater than
a cost Y should always be treated as being riskier, and should therefore require a larger reduction.
Translation invariance (also known as cash invariance) suggests that a deterministic cost increase by an
amount c should result in a required cost reduction that is also increased by c. The latter property also
implies that µ

�
X � µpXq� � 0, i.e., µpXq is exactly the smallest amount of cost reduction needed to

make X acceptable.
Two well-known examples of risk measures are Value-at-Risk (VaR) and Average Value-at-Risk (AVaR,

also known as Conditional Value-at-Risk, Tail Value-at-Risk, or Expected Shortfall). They are defined as
follows (Föllmer and Schied [23]):

VaRεpXq def� inftm P R : PrX �m ¡ 0s ¥ ε u (1a)

AVaRεpXq def� 1

ε

» 1

1�ε
VaRtpXq dt. (1b)

VaRεpXq represents the smallest amount m by which the cost/loss X should be decreased so that the
new loss X �m is acceptable with probability (under the reference measure) of at least 1 � ε. AVaRε,
as the name suggests, represents an average of VaRt measures, where the level t is taken to be at least
ε. When the underlying reference measure P is non-atomic, it can be shown (Föllmer and Schied [23])
that AVaRεpXq � EP rX |X ¥ VaRεpXqs, which motivates the second and third names that the measure
bears.

In addition to the two axioms above, it is customary to require additional properties from a risk
measure. In particular, Artzner et al. [6] introduce the notion of coherent risk measure to represent any
risk measure µ that additionally satisfies the properties:

[P3] Convexity. For any X,Y P X , and any λ P r0, 1s, µ�λX � p1� λqY � ¤ λµpXq � p1� λqµpY q.
[P4] Positive homogeneity. For any X P X , and any λ ¥ 0, µpλXq � λµpXq.

The intuition for the requirements is straightforward. The convexity property suggests that diver-
sification of costs should never increase the risk (or, conversely, that any convex combination of two
acceptable costs X and Y should also be acceptable), while the positive homogeneity axiom suggests that
risk should scale linearly with the size of the cost. Sometimes, only the convexity axiom is imposed in
addition to [P1] and [P2], which leads to the notion of convex risk measures [22]. Of the two measures
introduced earlier, it can be shown that AVaR is a coherent risk measure, while VaR is not (since it fails
the requirement of convexity).

A central result in the theory of risk measures is the following representation theorem, which any
coherent risk measure must obey.

Theorem 2.1 (Representation Theorem for Coherent Risk Measures [6]). A function µ : X Ñ R is a
coherent risk measure if and only if there exists a family of probability measures Q on pΩ,Fq absolutely
continuous4 with respect to P, such that

µpXq � sup
QPQ

EQ rXs , @X P X . (2)

4Since our exposition is only focused on discrete probability spaces, and we always take the reference measure P to satisfy
Ppωq ¡ 0, @ω P Ω, the condition is trivially satisfied, and can be dropped from the statement.
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The result essentially states that any coherent risk measure can be seen as an expectation taken with
respect to a worst-case measure, which is chosen from a suitable set of test measures (or generalized
scenarios) Q. For instance, the coherent risk measure AVaRε has the associated set of test measures [23]

QAVaRε �
!
Q P ∆|Ω| : Qpωq ¤ 1

ε
Ppωq, @ω P Ω

)
. (3)

While convexity is generally considered an eminently sensible requirement (Föllmer and Schied [22]),
it may reward diversification even among costs that always vary together. More precisely, one might
conclude that the risk associated with the total cost X � Y is strictly smaller than the sum of the
individual risks, even when X and Y are comonotone, i.e.,

�
Xpωq �Xpω1q� �Y pωq � Y pω1q� ¥ 0, for any

ω, ω1 P Ω. To correct for this undesirable effect, a typical axiom that is required of a risk measure µ is
that of comonotonicity, i.e.,

[P5] Comonotonicity. µpX � Y q � µpXq � µpY q for any X,Y P X that are comonotone.

It is known that comonotonicity actually implies positive homogeneity (see Föllmer and Schied [23]), so
the class of coherent and comonotonic risk measures is, in fact, identical to that of convex and comono-
tonic risk measures (however, not all coherent risk measures are comonotonic - see Acerbi [3] for a
counterexample).

Risk measures that are comonotonic are known to have a special representation in terms of integrals
of Choquet capacities. To this end, we introduce the following terminology.

Definition 2.1. A set function c : 2Ω Ñ r0, 1s is said to be a Choquet capacity if it satisfies the following
properties:

• nondecreasing: if cpAq ¤ cpBq, @A � B � Ω

• normalized: if cpHq � 0 and cpΩq � 1

• submodular: if cpAXBq � cpAYBq ¤ cpAq � cpBq, @A, B � Ω.

If the normalization condition did not require cpΩq � 1, then the notion of a Choquet capacity would
exactly correspond to that of a rank function of a polymatroid, a concept that has been extensively studied
in the field of combinatorial optimization (see, e.g., Chapter 2 of Fujishige [25]). Since this additional
requirement does not really impact any of the main results concerning the theoretical and computational
properties of the function c (in effect, it can be immediately enforced by a simple scaling, for any c that
is not identically zero), we actually use the names Choquet capacity and rank function of a polymatroid
interchangeably throughout the current paper.

With this definition, the following representation theorem5 is known to hold for any convex and
comonotonic risk measures (Schmeidler [48], Föllmer and Schied [23]).

Theorem 2.2 (Representation Theorem for Convex, Comonotonic Risk Measures). A convex risk mea-
sure µ is comonotonic if and only if it arises as the Choquet integral with respect to a monotone, normal-
ized, submodular set function c. In this case,

µpXq � max
QPQc

EQ rXs , (4)

where Qc �
 
Q P ∆|Ω| : QpSq ¤ cpSq, @S P F (

.

5We write a simplified version here, suitable for a discrete probability space. For the more general version, involving
Choquet integrals, refer to Schmeidler [48] and Chapter 4 in Föllmer and Schied [23].
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It is worth noting that, since any Choquet capacity c is normalized, the constraint Q P ∆|Ω| is
equivalent to Q ¥ 0, QpΩq � cpΩq � 1. Therefore, the polytope Qc can be written equivalently as

Qc � Bc X R|Ω|
� ,, where

Bc def�  
Q P R|Ω| : QpSq ¤ cpSq, @S P F , QpΩq � cpΩq (

denotes the base polytope corresponding to the polymatroid rank function c (see Section 7.2 in the
Appendix and Chapter 44 in volume B of Schrijver [51]). In fact, since c is always nondecreasing, it can

be shown that Bc � R|Ω|
� (see Corollary 7.1 in the Appendix), so that

Qc � Bc. (5)

This analogy will prove very useful in our analysis, since it will enable a discussion of the properties of
Qc by making reference to theorems known for base polytopes of submodular functions. Section 7.2 of
the Appendix contains all the results that are relevant for our treatment, and the interested reader is
referred to Fujishige [25] and volume B in Schrijver [51] for a very comprehensive discussion of the topic.

As an example of the representation in Theorem 2.2, the Choquet capacity corresponding to the risk
measure AVaRε is given by cAVaRεpSq � min

�
1, PpSq

ε

�
(see Chapter 4 of Föllmer and Schied [23]). In fact,

since all the constraints QpSq ¤ 1, @S � Ω are implied by Q ¥ 0, QpΩq � 1, one could equivalently use as

Choquet capacity c̃AVaRεpSq � PpSq
ε for defining AVaRε (this can also be seen directly from equation (3)).

When the reference measure P is uniform, i.e., P � 1
|Ω| , this yields the following equivalent representations

for the set of measures determining AVaRε

QAVaRε �
"
Q P ∆|Ω| : QpSq ¤ min

�
1,

|S|
|Ω| ε

	
, @S � Ω

*

�
"
Q P ∆|Ω| : QpSq ¤ |S|

|Ω| ε, @S � Ω

*

�
"
Q P ∆|Ω| : Qptiuq ¤ 1

|Ω| ε, @ i P Ω

*
. (6)

A final attribute of risk measures, which we also require in our analysis, is law-invariance.

[P6] Law-invariance. µpXq � µpY q for any X,Y P X such that FXp�q � FY p�q.
In words, law-invariant risk measures only depend on the probability distribution of the random variables
involved, and not on other elements on the probability space (e.g., Ω or F). This is a very reasonable
requirement to impose in practice, since any risk measure that is not law-invariant cannot be estimated
from empirical data, raising the question of its practical usefulness (see Acerbi [3]). With this terminology
in place, we now define the main object of interest in our treatment.

Definition 2.2. A coherent risk measure that is also comonotonic and law invariant is called a distortion
risk measure.

The class of distortion risk measures (also called spectral risk measures Acerbi [2], Acerbi [3]) has
been examined in numerous papers in the fields of actuarial finance (e.g., Wang [58]), determination of
capital requirements (Tsanakas [55]), of margin requirements in clearing houses Cotter and Dowd [15],
or in the general theory of (financial) risk management (Kusuoka [31], Acerbi [2] etc.).

A particularly relevant way of generating distortion risk measures is to consider Choquet capacities
obtained as

cpSq � ΨpPpSqq, @S P F , (7)

where Ψ : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s is any concave, nondecreasing function satisfying Ψp0q � 0 and Ψp1q � 1.
This representation furthermore emphasizes the choice of the name for this class of measures, since the
function Ψ can be seen a distortion of the underlying probability P for any event S. For a more detailed
interpretation of these axioms, as well as a discussion of their relevance in financial settings, we direct
the reader to the papers [6, 4], as well as the book [23], and the references therein.
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2.3 Dynamic Risk Measures

We now turn our attention to the question of dynamic risk measures, i.e., risk measures defined for cash
streams that are received or dispensed across several time-periods. While the axiomatic treatment of risk
measures in static settings is quite well understood, and there is generally a mutual agreement over what
constitutes a sensible risk metric, the situation in dynamic settings is more difficult and contentious.

An immediate complication in dynamic settings is that even the specification of the risk preferences
no longer entails constructing a single risk measure µ, but rather a sequence of risk measures µt,T :

Xrt,T s Ñ Xt, which map a future stream of random costs Xrt,τ s
def� pXt, . . . , XT q into a risk measurement

/ assessment at time t. This conditional risk measure can be interpreted as the fair Ft-measurable cost-
reduction that would make the future cost sequence Xrt,τ s acceptable at time t. Since this assessment has
to be made for any t P r0, T � 1s, a dynamic risk measure must specify the entire sequence of conditional

risk measures
 
µt,T

(T�1

t�0
(note that, at time T , all uncertain quantities are already fully known).

A main point of contention in dynamic problems is the question of the consistency of the risk prefer-
ences over time. Recall from Example 1.1 in Section 1 that taking µt,T as a static risk measure conditioned
on the filtration Ft can easily result in dynamically inconsistent behavior, whereby positions that are ini-
tially unacceptable at time t become acceptable in all states of the world at time t�1. Several notions of
dynamic (or time) consistency are possible (see Penner [35] and Acciaio and Penner [1] for an overview),
and each yields slightly different representation theorems and conclusions regarding the risk measures
µt,T . The notion that we adopt here is closest in spirit to that of strong dynamic consistency (Acciaio
and Penner [1], Riedel [38], Artzner et al. [7], Detlefsen and Scandolo [16], Roorda et al. [43], Cheridito
et al. [13], Föllmer and Penner [21], Ruszczynski and Shapiro [45], Ruszczyński [44]), and is defined as
follows.

Definition 2.3 (Ruszczyński [44]). A dynamic risk measure
 
µt,T

(T�1

t�0
is called dynamically consistent

(or time-consistent) if, for all 0 ¤ t   τ ¤ T � 1 and all sequences Xrt,T s,Wrt,T s P Xrt,T s, the conditions

Xk �Wk, @ k � t, . . . , τ � 1 and µτ,T pXrτ,T sq ¤ µτ,T pWrτ,T sq

imply that

µt,T pXrt,T sq ¤ µt,T pWrt,T sq.

In other words, if the X cost sequence is deemed less risky than the W cost sequence at some time in
the future (τ), and they yield identical costs from the current time (t) to the future time (τ), then the
X sequence should be deemed as less risky at the current time (t), as well. Recalling Example 1.1 from
Section 1, it can be immediately seen that a naive application of (even coherent) static risk measures can
result in inconsistent dynamic behavior.

As such, more care is needed when defining appropriate (i.e., consistent) risk measures in dynamic
settings. The following result has been shown in several different contexts (see [45, 44], and references
therein)

Theorem 2.3. Any dynamically consistent risk measure
 
µt,T

(T
t�1

that satisfies the properties

• Ft-measurable translation: µt,T pXrt,T sq � Xt � µt,T p0, Xrt�1,T sq
• normalization: µrt,T sp0, . . . , 0q � 0

can be written as

µt,T pXrt,T sq � Xt � µt�1

�
Xt�1 � µt�2

�
Xt�2 � � � � � µT pXT q . . .

�	
, (8)

where µt : Xt Ñ Xt�1, t P r1, T s are a set of single-period conditional risk mappings.
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We note that this representation is quite general, in that it only requires the axiom of Ft-measurable
translation and a (very natural) normalization axiom. In words, the result essentially states that any
time-consistent risk measure has to have the compositional form (8), and that specifying the risk measure
(preference) µrt,T s at time t that would apply to a future cost sequence Xrt,T s can be done by prescribing
all the conditional risk mappings µt, t P rt� 1, T s. Note that a typical latter object (say, at time τ ¥ t)
is a risk mapping, i.e., a multifunction from Xτ�1 into Xτ . Therefore, from a practical perspective,
specifying and calibrating such a risk measure (e.g., from behavioral observations or other empirical
data) is generally quite cumbersome.

Stronger results are possible, under more requirements posed on the one-step conditional risk mappings
µt appearing in the representation. For instance, by requiring Ft-measurable translation, i.e., that µtpXt�
Xt�1q � Xt�µtpXt�1q, @Xt P Ft, @Xt�1 P Ft�1, it can be shown (Ruszczyński [44]) that the risk measure
in (8) only depends on the total costs occurring in the future, i.e.,

µrt,T spXrt,T sq � µt�1

�
µt�2

�
. . . pµT pXt � � � � �XT qq . . .

�	 � pµt�1 � µt�2 � � � � � µT qpXt � � � � �XT q.

This is a framework that has been considered in a large body of literature [38, 7, 16, 43, 13, 21, 45, 44],
and which we also adopt in the present paper.

2.4 Model Description and Problem Statement

We finalize the discussion in the current section by describing the exact risk model considered, and by
formalizing the main question addressed in the present paper.

Recall from the discussion in Section 2.3 that a dynamically consistent risk measure µr0,T s that
evaluates a future stream of costs Xr0,T s � pX0, . . . , XT q from the perspective of time t � 0 can be
written as

µr0,T spXr0,T sq � pµ1 � µ2 � � � � � µT qpX0 � � � � �XT q, (9)

where µt : Xt Ñ Xt�1 are one-period conditional risk mappings, for any t P r1, T s. In the context
of the scenario tree introduced in Section 2.1, every such conditional risk mapping is exactly given by
µt � pµiqiPΩt ,@ t P r1, T s, where µi : R|Ci| Ñ R, @ i P Ωt represents a (conditional) risk measure associated
with node i P Ωt (see Shapiro et al. [53]). Since every µi is now a static (i.e., single period measure), it
can be required to satisfy additional axiomatic properties, such as the ones introduced in Section 2.2.This
allows us to define one of the main objects of interest in the current paper.

Definition 2.4 (Dynamically Consistent Distortion Risk Measures). A multi-period risk measure µr0,T s
is said to be a dynamically consistent distortion risk measure if and only if it satisfies the following two
conditions:

• It obeys a representation of the form µr0,T spXr1,T sq � pµ1 � µ2 � � � � � µT qpX0 � � � � �XT q
• For every t P r1, T s, µt � pµiqiPΩt, and every µi is a distortion risk measure.

As mentioned in the introduction, the main motivation for our paper is to compare such dynamically
consistent risk formulations and naive applications of “sophisticated” static (i.e., single-period) risk mea-
surements, which can be potentially inconsistent. In particular, we consider a problem where a stream of
future costs Xr0,T s is evaluated from the perspective of time t � 1, and two potential risk specifications
are available:

• (Inconsistent) A static distortion risk measure, µI : XT Ñ R, is applied to the total cost X0� � � � �
XT .

• (Consistent) A dynamically consistent distortion risk measure µr0,T s : Xr0,T s Ñ R is applied to
Xr0,T s.
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In this context, the goal of the present paper is to take the first step towards understanding the
tradeoffs between the two risk measurements (when is one larger than the other, by how much), as well
as to attempt a systematic construction of a dynamically consistent measure starting with a dynamically
inconsistent one, in a way that remains as “close” as possible to the inconsistent formulation. The reason
why such a question is important is that, in practice, it may be easier to elicit a static risk function from
a decision maker, while a complete specification for a multi-period process is much more difficult. A
better understanding of the tradeoffs between the two, as well as a systematic way of building one from
the other could then immediately provide a recipe for systematically assessing (and optimizing over) risk
in dynamic decision problems.

A first step in this direction, which is addressed in the present paper, is to provide a satisfactory
answer to the following question.

Problem 1. Given a static distortion risk measure µI and a dynamically consistent distortion risk
measure µr0,T s, compute the smallest possible factor α such that

µr0,T spX0, . . . , XT q ¤ µIpX0 � � � � �XT q ¤ α � µr0,T spX0, . . . , XT q, @Xt P Xt, @ t P t0, . . . , T u.
We call the tightest such α the price of dynamic consistency, reflecting the amount by which an

inconsistent assessment of capital requirements (under µI{α�) would have to be scaled in order to ensure
that it meets the dynamically consistent requirements (under µC). In practice, it may be far easier to elicit
a single (inconsistent) risk measure µI from a manager, or from observed preferences. By appropriately
scaling such a risk measure with the factor α�, we would ensure that the resulting measurement would
always correspond to a particular dynamically consistent assessment, which is axiomatically justified,
as well as computationally attractive (it is known that dynamically consistent formulations allow an
application of the Bellman recursions for Dynamic Programming - see, e.g., Nilim and El Ghaoui [34],
Iyengar [29], Ruszczyński [44]).

We note that a similar concept of inner and outer approximations by means of distortion risk measures
appears in Bertsimas and Brown [12]. However, the goal and analysis there are quite different, since the
question is to approximate a single polyhedral uncertainty set (representing an otherwise arbitrary static
risk measure) by means of an uncertainty set derived from a static distortion risk measure.

We remark that, in view of the representation (8) for dynamically consistent measures, we have
µr0,T spX0, . . . , XT q � µCpX0 � � � � �XT q for a suitable µC , so that the question above simplifies to

µCpY q ¤ µIpY q ¤ α � µCpY q, @Y P XT , (10)

where Y
def� X1 � � � � �XT denotes the total future cost. In the current setting, note that, if we insisted

on µCpY q ¤ µIpY q holding for any cost Y , and if µC , µI were allowed to take both positive and negative
values, then the question in Problem 1 would be meaningless, in that no feasible α would exist satisfy-
ing (10). To this end, we introduce the following standing assumption throughout the remainder of the
analysis.

Assumption 2.1 (Non-negative Losses). The stochastic losses Y are non-negative.

This requirement is not too restrictive whenever a lower bound YL is available for Y . By using
the cash-invariance property (Property [P2] in Section 2.2) of the risk measures involved, one could
reformulate the original question with regards to the random loss Y � YL, which would be nonnegative.
Furthermore, in specific applications (such as inventory management), Y is the sum of intra-period Xt

that represent non-negative costs, so requiring Y to be nonnegative is quite sensible.

3 Finding the Optimal α

In this section, we discuss the necessary and sufficient conditions that yield the desired relation (10),
which also lead us to a characterization of the optimal bound α. In order to simplify the notation and
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maintain the clarity of the ideas presented, we mainly discuss a two-period model (i.e., T � 2). However,
the methodology and results that we introduce immediately lend themselves to an arbitrary (but finite)
number of time periods, an extension which we discuss towards the end of the section.

The following proposition provides a concise characterization for the risk measure µI .

Proposition 3.1. The distortion risk measure µI obeys the following robust representation theorem

µIpY q � max
qPQI

qTY , @Y P X2, (11a)

QI def�  
q P ∆|Ω2| : qpSq ¤ cpSq, @S � Ω2

( � Bc, (11b)

where the function c : 2|Ω2| Ñ R is a Choquet capacity, and Bc is the base polytope corresponding to the
polymatroid rank function c. Moreover, if Y ¥ 0, then we also have

µIpY q � max
qPsubpQIq

qTY , (12)

where subpQIq �
 
x P R|Ω2|

� : D q P QI , x ¤ q
(

is the down-monotone closure of the polytope QI .

Proof. Representation (11a), (11b) follows directly from Theorem 2.2 for distortion risk measures (also see
the discussion in Section 2.2 and Theorem 4.88 in Föllmer and Schied [23]). The result concerning Y ¥ 0

follows by recognizing that, since QI � R|Ω2|
� , we have maxqPQI

qTY � maxqPsubpQIq q
TY , @Y ¥ 0 (see

Theorem 7.1 in the Appendix).

The above result states that the polytope of probability measures determining the inconsistent risk
metric is exactly the base polytope corresponding to the polymatroid rank function c. Furthermore, when
examining only nonnegative losses Y , we can equivalently enlarge the set of measures QI in the repre-
sentation to contain all nonnegative vectors component-wise smaller than vectors in QI . The polytope
subpQIq no longer contains only valid probability measures, but, nonetheless, does not change the risk
evaluation, according to (12). For an example of the polytopes QI and subpQIq, please refer to Figure 2.

Figure 2: Example of QI and subpQIq. Here, |Ω2| � 3 and cpSq � minp1, |S|1.5q.

A similar result can be provided for the dynamically-consistent risk measure µC , as follows.
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Proposition 3.2. The dynamically consistent measure µC is given by

µCpY q � max
qPQC

qTY , @Y P X2, (13a)

QC def�
"
q P ∆|Ω2| : Dp P ∆|Ω1|,

ppSq ¤ c1pSq, @S � Ω1

qpT q ¤ pi � c2|ipUq, @U � Ci, @ i P Ω1

*

�
!
q P R|Ω2|

� : Dp P Bc1 : q|Ci
P Bpi�c2|i , @ i P Ω1

)
, (13b)

where c1 : 2|Ω1| Ñ R and c2|i : 2|Ci| Ñ R, @ i P Ω1 are Choquet capacities, and Bc1 ,Bc2|i are the base
polytopes corresponding to the functions c1 and c2|i, respectively. Moreover, if Y ¥ 0, then µCpY q �
maxqPsubpQCq q

TY , where subpQCq is the down-monotone closure of QC .

Proof. In view of Definition 2.4, the dynamically consistent distortion risk measure µC can be written as
µ1 �µ2, where µ1 : X1 Ñ R is the first-period distortion risk measure, and µi : R|Ci| Ñ R, @ i P Ω1 are the
(conditional) distortion risk measures yielding the risk mapping µ2 � pµiqiPΩ1 . Furthermore, using the
representation in Theorem 2.2 for distortion risk measures yields

µ1pX1q � max
pPQ1

pTX1, @X1 P X1,

Q1
def�  

p P ∆|Ω1| : ppSq ¤ c1pSq, @S � Ω1

(
, (14)

and similarly, for any i P Ω1,

µi2pX2q � max
qPQ2|i

qTX2, @X2 P X2,

Q2|i
def�  

q P ∆|Ω2| : qpUq ¤ c2|ipUq, @U � Ci; q|Ω2zCi
� 0

(
. (15)

In particular, recalling the interpretation at the end of Section 2.2, we have Q1 � Bc1 . Similarly, it can
be seen that the projection of the polytope Q2|i on the coordinates Ci is exactly given by Bc2|i , for any

i P Ω1. From these relations, we have that µCpY q � maxqPQ̃ q
TY , where the set Q̃ has the following

product form structure (see Chapter 12 of Shapiro et al. [53] for similar ideas):

Q̃ �
!
q P ∆|Ω2| : Dp P Q1, D qi P Q2|i, @ i P Ω1, such that q �

¸
iPΩ1

piq
i
)
. (16)

We now show that Q̃ � QC , by double inclusion. “�” Consider any q P Q̃, and let p P Q1 and
qi P Q2|i denote the corresponding vectors in the representation above. Since qCi

� pi � qi, @ i P Ω1,
and qi P Q2|i, @ i P Ω1, we trivially have that p and q satisfy the conditions (13b), and hence q P QC .
“�” Conversely, for any q P QC , and with p satisfying the constraints (13b), it can be readily checked

that qi
def� qCi

pi
P Q2|i (the only constraint that is not trivial is 11qi � 1, but this must be true, since,

otherwise, we would have
°
iPΩ1

qpCiq �
°
iPΩ1

pi 1
1qi   ppΩ1q � 1, which would contradict q P ∆|Ω2|).

Therefore, q � °
iPΩ1

pi q
i P Q̃. For completeness, we also note that qi � qCi

pi
P Q2|i if and only if

q|Ci
pi

P Bc2|i ô q|Ci
P Bpi�c2|i , for any i P Ω1 (by part (iv) of Theorem 7.4 in Section 7.2 of the Appendix).

The proof for the case Y ¥ 0 is analogous to that in Proposition 3.1, and involves a trivial application
of Theorem 7.1 in the Appendix.

As expected, the set of product measures QC involved in the representation of µC has a more compli-
cated structure than QI , and is given by a single base polytope. However, when discussing nonnegative
losses, the down-monotone closure subpQCq plays exactly the same role as that of subpQIq in Propo-
sition 3.1, in that using these down-monotone closures of the sets of measures does not alter the risk
evaluation. Given the central role played by the latter two polytopes in the remainder of our analysis,
we seek a convenient representation for their inequality descriptions. The following two lemmas provide
the steps needed towards this end.
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Lemma 3.1. The downward monotone closure of the polytope QI is given by the polymatroid associated
with the function c,

subpQIq � Pc def�  
q P R|Ω2|

� : qpSq ¤ cpSq, @S � Ω2

(
. (17)

Proof. As argued in Proposition 3.1, QI � Bc. Since, for any polymatroid rank function c, the downward
monotone closure of the base polytope Bc is exactly given by the polymatroid Pc (see Theorem 7.4 in
Section 7.2), the conclusion is immediate.

Lemma 3.2. The downward monotone closure of the polytope QC is given by

subpQCq �
!
q P R|Ω2|

� : Dp P Pc1 : q|Ci
P Ppi�c2|i , @ i P Ω1

)
def�

"
q P R|Ω2|

� : Dp P R|Ω1|
� ,

ppSq ¤ c1pSq, @S � Ω1,

qpUq ¤ pi � c2|ipUq, @U � Ci, @ i P Ω1

*
(18)

Proof. The fact that the two sets on the right are identical is immediate from the definition of the
polymatroid associated with a rank function c (see Section 7.2). As such, denote by A the set on the
right of (18).

“�”. Consider an arbitrary x P subpQCq. By definition, x ¥ 0 and D q P QC such that q ¥ x. Let p
correspond to q in the representation (13b) for QC . To argue that x P A, we show that the pair pp,xq
satisfies all the constraints in (18). To this end, since p P Bc1 (and Bc1 � R|Ω1|

� ), we immediately have
p P Pc1 . Furthermore, @ i P Ω1 and @U � Ci, we have xpUq ¤ qpUq ¤ pi � c2|ipUq, which proves that
x P A.

“�”. Consider an arbitrary q P A, and let p be such that the pair pp, qq satisfies all constraints
in (18). Since p P Pc1 � subpBc1q, D p̄ P Bc1 such that p̄ ¥ p ¥ 0. The pair pp̄, qq also satisfies all the

constraints (18). In particular, q|Ci
P Pp̄i�c2|i � subpBp̄i�c2|iq, for any i P Ω1. Therefore, D q̄ P R|Ω2|

� such
that q̄|Ci

P Bp̄i�c2|i and q̄|Ci
¥ q|Ci

¥ 0, for any i P Ω1. It can be readily checked that, by construction,
the pair pp̄, q̄q satisfies all the constraints (13b) defining QC . Therefore, with q̄ P QC and q̄ ¥ q ¥ 0, we
must have q P subpQCq.

3.1 Conditions for µCpY q ¤ µIpY q

With the representations provided by Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, the consistent and inconsistent risk
measures can be directly related by making reference to the underlying sets of probability measures (and
their respectively downward monotone closures), as follows.

Lemma 3.3. The following four statements are equivalent.

(i) µCpY q ¤ µIpY q, @Y P X2.

(ii) QC � QI .
(iii) µCpY q ¤ µIpY q, @Y P X2, Y ¥ 0.

(iv) subpQCq � subpQIq.
Proof. “piq ô piiq” Note that µI and µC can be identified as the support functions of the sets QI and
QC , respectively. Since the latter sets are closed and convex (in fact, polyhedral subsets of the simplex
∆|Ω2|), their support functions satisfy the desired inequality if and only if the sets satisfy the required
inclusion relation (see Corollary 13.1.1 in Rockafellar [40]).

“piiiq ô pivq” Recall that Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 yield the representations µIpY q �
maxqPsubpQIq q

TY and µCpY q � maxqPsubpQCq q
TY , respectively. It can then be immediately seen that
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subpQCq � subpQIq ñ µCpY q ¤ µIpY q. For the reverse direction, assume (by contradiction) that there
exists q̄ P subpQCqzsubpQIq. Since subpQIq is a down-monotone polytope, by Proposition 7.1 in the
Appendix, it admits a representation of the form subpQIq �

 
q ¥ 0 : aTk q ¤ bk, @ k P K

(
, where K

is some finite index set, and ak ¥ 0, bk ¥ 0, @ k P K. Since q̄ R subpQIq, there exists k P K such that
q̄Tak ¡ bk ¥ qTak, @q P subpQIq. In particular, we obtain the contradiction µCpakq ¥ q̄Tak ¡ µIpakq.

“piq ô piiiq” Consider an arbitrary Y P X2. Since X2 is isomorphic with R|Ω2|, there exists y P R
such that Y ¥ y 1Ω2 . Then, by the translation-invariance property ([P2]) of the risk measures,

µCpY q ¤ µIpY q ô µCpY � yq ¤ µIpY � yq ô µCpỸ q ¤ µIpỸ q,

where Ỹ
def� Y � y ¥ 0. The equivalence is then immediate.

The lemma suggests that the question µCpY q ¤ µIpY q, @Y P X2 can be equivalently addressed by
examining the inclusion of QC and QI or their corresponding down monotone closures (for an example,
see Figure 3). Furthermore, the restriction Y ¥ 0 is without loss of generality when examining this
inequality.

Figure 3: Inclusion relation between QI , QC (and the corresponding downward closures, subpQIq and
subpQCq, respectively) that is equivalent to µCpY q ¤ µIpY q, @Y P X2.

The previous lemma prompts the natural question of what conditions on the risk measures µC and
µI would ensure that QC � QI or subpQCq � subpQIq. The following theorem provides a set of such
relations, stated (equivalently) in terms of the Choquet capacities c, c1 and c2|i defining the relevant sets
of measures.

Theorem 3.1. QC � QI if and only if the Choquet capacities c, c1 and c2|i appearing in (11b) and (13b)
satisfy the inequalities

|Ω1 |̧

j�1

�
c1

�Yjk�1sk
�� c1

�Yj�1
k�1sk

�� � c2|sj pUsj q ¤ c
�YiPΩ1Ui

�
, (19)

where ps1, . . . , s|Ω1|q denotes any permutation of the elements of Ω1, and Ui � Ci for any i P Ω1.
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Theorem 3.2 (Alternative Statement). QC � QI if and only if the Choquet capacities c, c1 and c2|i

appearing in (11b) and (13b) satisfy the inequalities

|Ω1 |̧

j�1

�
c1

�Yjk�1σpkq
�� c1

�Yj�1
k�1σpkq

�� � c2|σpjqpUσpjqq ¤ c
�YiPΩ1Ui

�
, @σ P ΠpΩ1q, @Ui � Ci, @ i P Ω1.

Proof. “ð”. Consider an arbitrary q P QC and let p be a corresponding vector in the representation (13b).
Since p P Bc1 , it can always be expressed as a convex combination of the extreme points of the latter
polytope. In particular, there exist convex weights tλσuσPΠpΩ1q, such that p � °

σPΠpΩ1q
λσp

σ, where

pσ
def�

|Ω1 |̧

i�1

�
c1

�Yik�1σpkq
�� c1

�Yi�1
k�1σpkq

��
1tσpiqu

denote the extreme points of Bc1 (see Theorem 7.6 in Section 7.2). To see that q P QI , consider an
arbitrary V � Ω2, and note that it can always be written as V � YiPΩ1Ui for some Ui � Ci, @ i P Ω1. We
then have that

qpV q �
¸
iPΩ1

qpUiq
(13b)
¤

¸
iPΩ1

pi � c2|ipUiq �
¸

σPΠpΩ1q

λσ

�|Ω1 |̧

i�1

pσσpiq � c2|σpiqpUσpiqq
� (19)
¤ cpV q.

Since this is true for an arbitrary q P QC , we must have QC � QI .
“ñ”. Assume D σ̄ P ΠpΩ1q, and Ūi � Ci that yield a strict reverse inequality in (19). To reduce the

notational burden, assume (without loss of generality) that σ̄ is the identity permutation, i.e., σ̄piq �
i, @ i P Ω1. To derive a contradiction, we construct a q P QCzQI . To this end, consider the extreme point

pσ̄ P Bc1 with components pσ̄i � c1pYik�1kq � c1pYi�1
k�1kq. Furthermore, consider the vector q P R|Ω2|

� such
that, for any i P Ω1, its projection on the coordinates Ci satisfies q|Ci

P Bpi�c2|i and q|Ci
pŪiq � pi � c2|ipŪiq

(such vectors always exist, and can be obtained just as pσ̄ above). It can then be seen that pq,pσ̄q satisfies
the constraints (13b), hence q P QC . However, q R QI , since

q
�YiPΩ1Ūi

� � ¸
iPΩ1

q|Ci
pŪiq �

|Ω1 |̧

i�1

�
c1pYik�1kq � c1pYi�1

k�1kq
�
� c2|ipŪiq ¡ c

�YiPΩ1Ūi
�
.

Unfortunately, without additional assumptions on the Choquet capacities c, c1, c2, the equations
in (19) yield a system of O

�p|Ω1|!q � 2|Ω2|
�

conditions that must be tested. In some cases, however, these
take a particularly simple form, that immediately lends itself to an interpretation. Section 4 discusses
one such example, when all risk measures are given by Average Value at Risk.

3.2 Finding the Optimal α�

Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.1 provide a complete set of conditions ensuring that µCpY q ¤ µIpY q, @Y P
X2, pY ¥ 0q. The former result suggests that this question is, in fact, equivalent to QC � QI , and also
equivalent to subpQCq � subpQIq. For any such pair of risk measures, we can now address the second
question in Problem 1, namely characterizing the smallest factor α such that

µIpY q ¤ α � µCpY q, @Y P X2, Y ¥ 0.

Recall that, in order to even find a feasible α for the problem above, we must operate under Assump-
tion 2.1, namely that Y ¥ 0. In view of this observation and the result in Lemma 3.3, finding a feasible
(minimal) α in Problem 1 is akin to finding a feasible (minimal) scaling of the polytope subpQCq that
would contain the polytope subpQIq. The following lemma formalizes this characterization.
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Lemma 3.4. If Y ¥ 0, then the minimal scaling α� in Problem 1 is given by

α� � sup
Y¥0

maxqPsubpQIq q
TY

maxqPsubpQCq q
TY

� inf
 
α : subpQIq � α � subpQCq

(
. (20)

Proof. First note that any feasible α must satisfy

max
qPQI

qTY ¤ α � max
qPQC

qTY , @Y ñ (since Y ¥ 0)

α ¥ maxqPQI
qTY

maxqPQC
qTY

, @Y ¥ 0 ñ

α� � sup
Y¥0

maxqPQI
qTY

maxqPQC
qTY

.

Furthermore, it can be argued (see Theorem 7.1 in the Appendix) that

max
qPQI

qTY � max
qPsubpQIq

qTY , @Y ¥ 0,

and similarly for QC and subpQCq, which completes the first claim in (20).
In this setup, our problem bears a strong connection with the question of determining the strength

of valid relaxations in integer programming problems. More precisely, it is known (see Theorem 7.2 in
the Appendix and Goemans and Hall [28]) that, if P and Q are full-dimensional downward monotone
polytopes in Rn with Q � P , then P � αQ if and only if, for any w P Rn�, max twTx : x P Qu ¥
1
α max twTx : x P P u. Moreover, the minimal such α is given by supwPRn

�

max twTx :xPP u
max twTx :xPQu

.

Here, subpQCq � subpQIq, and both are down-monotone polytopes in R|Ω2|. Therefore, by applying
the results in Theorem 7.2, we immediately recover the second part of (20).

With these results in place, we can now provide the following concise characterization for α�.

Theorem 3.3. The smallest value of α such that µIpY q ¤ α � µCpY q, @Y ¥ 0 is given by

α� � max
qPextpQIq

max
S�Ω1

°
iPS maxU�Ci

qpUq
c2|ipUq

c1pSq . (21)

Proof. Consider an arbitrary q P subpQIq. By (20), we have that any feasible scaling α must satisfy, for

1

α
q P subpQCq

(18)ô Dp P R|Ω1|
� :

$&
%

ppSq ¤ c1pSq, @S � Ω1

1

α
qpUq ¤ pi � c2|ipUq, @U � Ci, @ i P Ω1.

The second set of constraints implies that any feasible p above satisfies pi ¥ 1
α maxU�Ci

qpUq
c2|ipUq

, @ i P Ω1.

Corroborated with the first set of constraints, this yields

1

α

¸
iPS

max
U�Ci

qpUq
c2|ipUq

¤
¸
iPS

pi ¤ c1pSq, @S � Ω1 ô

α ¥ max
S�Ω1

°
iPS maxU�Ci

qpUq
c2|ipUq

c1pSq .

Therefore, the smallest possible α is given by α� � maxqPsubpQIq maxS�Ω1

°
iPS maxU�Ci

qpUq
c2|ipUq

c1pSq
. The

result (21) is then immediate, by recognizing that the function maximized over q is nondecreasing in the
components of q (so that subpQIq can be replaced with QI), and it is also convex in q (hence reaching
its maximum at the extreme points).
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From the above representations, it can be immediately seen that the optimal α� is at least 1, and can
be �8, whenever the dimension of the polytope QC is strictly smaller than that of the polytope QI (also
see the discussion at the end of Section 7.1). This can be avoided by making the following assumption
concerning the consistent risk measure µC .

Assumption 3.1 (Relevance). The Choquet capacities c1, c2|i appearing in the representation (13b) for
the set QC satisfy the properties

c1ptiuq ¡ 0, @ i P Ω1

c2|iptjuq ¡ 0, @ i P Ω1, @ j P Ci.

Assumption 3.1 ensures that the consistent risk measure considers all possible outcomes in the scenario
tree (otherwise, certain elementary outcomes would never materialize, since all product measures would
assign zero probability to them). From an axiomatic perspective, it is in line with the original requirement
of relevance in Artzner et al. [6], which states that, for any random cost Y such that Y ¥ 0 and Y � 0,
any risk measure µ should satisfy µpY q ¡ 0.

As a consequence, the polytope subpQCq is full-dimensional in R|Ω2| (it can be readily checked that
the point 1

|Ω2|�1

°
iPΩ1

°
jPCi

c1ptiuq c2|iptjuq1tju is in its strict interior), which implies that α� is finite.

4 Exact Analytical Values and Bounds for AVaR

In this section, we discuss a special case of risk measures, in which an exact analytical expression is
attainable for α�. We consider a two-period scenario tree, where, |Ω1| � N , and |Ci| � N, @ i P Ω1. In
order to simplify the discussion, and without loss of generality, we denote the nodes in Ω1 by t1, . . . , Nu.
The reference probability distribution on the scenario tree is the uniform measure. The inconsistent
measure µI is given by AVaR at level ε P r0, 1s, and the conditional risk measures appearing in the
representation for µC are also given by AVaR. More precisely, µ1 in (14) is given by AVaRε1 , and µ2|i

in (15) is equal to AVaRε2 , @ i P Ω1, where ε1,2 P r0, 1s.
As discussed in Section 2.2, when P is uniform and the risk measure under consideration is AVaR,

we have cpSq � min
�
1, PpSq

ε

�
, and the following simplified expressions result for the sets of measures

representing µI and µC

QI �
"
q P ∆N2

: qptjuq ¤ 1

N2 ε
, @ j P Ω2

*
(22a)

QC �

$''&
''%q P ∆N2

: Dp P ∆N ,

pptiuq ¤ 1

Nε1
, @ i P Ω1,

qptjuq ¤ pi � 1

Nε2
, @ j P Ci, @ i P Ω1

,//.
//- . (22b)

It can be readily seen from (22a) that, if ε ¤ 1
N2 , the set QI is identical to the entire simplex ∆N2

,
rendering the case ε   1

N2 effectively analogous to ε � 1
N2 . Therefore, without loss of generality,

we restrict attention to the case ε ¥ 1
N2 . A similar reasoning for QC allows restricting attention to

tε1, ε2u ¥ 1
N . The above equations lead to the following compact version of Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 4.1 (Theorem 3.1 for AVaR). If ε ¤ ε1ε2, then µCpY q ¤ µIpY q, @Y P X2, Y ¥ 0. Further-
more, if εt ¥ 1

N , @ t P t1, 2u, then the reverse implication also holds.

Proof. As per Lemma 3.3, we have that µCpY q ¤ µIpY q, @Y P X2, Y ¥ 0 is equivalent to QC � QI . To
see the first claim, consider an arbitrary q P QC , and let p be such that pp, qq satisfy the requirements
in (22b). Then qptjuq ¤ pi

Nε2
¤ 1

N2ε1ε2
¤ 1

N2ε
, hence q P QI .

The second claim is proved using the contrapositive. If εt ¥ 1
N and ε ¡ ε1ε2, we can show the

existence of a vector q in QCzQI . Using the alternative description for set QC in (16), consider a p P Q1
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that has tNε1u components with a value of 1
Nε1

, an additional component with a value of 1� tNε1u
Nε1

, and

zeros as the remaining components. Further, consider the following set of vectors, qi P Q2|i, @i P Ω1,

such that each qi|Ci
has tNε2u components with a value of 1

Nε2
, an additional component with a value of

1� tNε2u
Nε1

, and zeros in the remaining components. It can be seen that the corresponding q � °
iPΩ1

piq
i

belongs to QC , but q R QI , since it contains components with value 1
N2ε1ε2

, and ε ¡ ε1ε2.

Before characterizing the price of dynamic consistency α�, we first establish an interesting property
enabled by the simplifying assumptions in the present section.

Lemma 4.1. Consider a discrete set Ω and a non-negative vector f P R|Ω|. Let k be a non-negative
parameter such that k ¤ |Ω|. Then, the following ratio-maximization problem is resolved as

max
S�Ω

fpSq
min

�
1, |S|

k

� � max
!
k �max

sPΩ

 
fs
(
,
¸
sPΩ

fs

)
. (23)

Proof. Consider the permutation of the elements of Ω, say, ts1, s2, . . . , s|Ω|u, such that fs1 ¥ fs2 ¥ . . . fs|Ω|
.

We first claim that, for any m P t1, . . . , |Ω|u:

max
S�Ω : |S|�m

fpSq
min

�
1, |S|

k

� �
°m
i�1 fsi

min
�
1, mk

� (24)

The denominator in the objective function depends only on the cardinality of the set S, and is therefore
a constant under the constraint |S| � m. The numerator is maximized by picking the highest m elements
from the set Ω. Consequently, it suffices to consider (24) for each m P t1, 2, . . . , |Ω|u, and pick the subset
ts1, . . . , smu, since it yields the highest ratio. Note that for m ¥ rks, the denominator is unity, while for
m ¤ tku, the denominator takes a value of m

k . Due to the mediant inequality6, we also have

fs1 ¥
�
fs1 � fs2

�
2

¥ . . .

�
fs1 � fs2 � . . . fstku

�
tku

.

Since f ¥ 0 and fs1
def� maxsPΩ

 
fs
(
, this immediately leads to the above claim in (23).

4.1 Analytical Expression for α�

In this section, we characterize the price of dynamic consistency α� for the special case of a two-stage
AVaR. The following result provides a first step towards this end.

Theorem 4.2. The optimal scaling α� for the two-period case of AVaR is given as

α� � max
qPextpQIq

max
!
Nε1 �max

iPΩ1

 
Vipqq

(
,
¸
iPΩ1

Vipqq
)
, (25)

where Vipqq def� max
 
qpCiq, Nε2 �maxpq|Ci

q(.

Proof. For the two-period case of AVaR, Theorem 3.3 yields the following expression for α�:

α� � max
qPextpQIq

max
S�Ω1

°
iPS maxU�Ci

qpUq

min
�

1, |U |
N ε2

�
min

�
1, |S|

N ε1

� . (26)

6If b, d ¡ 0, then a
b
¥ c

d
ñ a

b
¥ a�c

b�d
¥ c

d
.
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Consider a fixed q P extpQIq, a fixed S � Ω1 and a fixed i P S. The corresponding inner ratio
maximization problem may be resolved using Lemma 4.1 as

max
U�Ci

qpUq
min

�
1, |U |

N ε2

� � max
 
qpCiq, Nε2 �maxpq|Ci

q( (
def� Vipqq).

Similarly, for any fixed q P extpQIq, applying Lemma 4.1 yields

max
S�Ω1

°
iPS Vipqq

min
�
1, |S|

N ε1

� � max
!
Nε1 �max

iPΩ1

 
Vipqq

(
,
¸
iPΩ1

Vipqq
)
,

which immediately leads to (25).

We next characterize the structure of the extreme points of the set QI in (22a). Recall from Propo-
sition 3.1 that QI is identical to Bc, i.e., it is the base polytope corresponding to the Choquet capacity
c. Therefore, by Theorem 7.6, the extreme points of QI are given by

xσpiq � c
�tσp1q, . . . , σpiqu�� c

�tσp1q, . . . , σpi� 1qu�, i P t1, . . . , N2u,

where σ is any permutation of the elements of Ω2. Since cpSq � min
�
1, |S|

N2ε

�
for any S � Ω2, it can be

immediately seen that any extreme point of QI is a vector in RN2
that has tN2εu components with a

value of 1
N2ε

, one component with a (lower) value of 1� tN2εu
N2ε

, and zeros for all the remaining components.

Letting V denote the set of all distinct permutations of such vectors in RN2
, it can be readily seen that

V � QI . Therefore, the expression (25) can be written (by switching the order of the max operators)

α� � max

"
Nε1 �max

qPV

�
max
iPΩ1

 
Vipqq

(	
, max

qPV

¸
iPΩ1

Vipqq
*
. (27)

We now prove a set of lemmas concerning the different terms appearing in (27), which will lead to the
analytical solution for α�.

Lemma 4.2. The optimal value of maxqPV

�
maxiPΩ1

 
Vipqq

(	
is given by

max
qPV

�
max
iPΩ1

 
Vipqq

(	 �
#

1
Nε if ε ¡ 1

N

maxp1, ε2Nεq otherwise.

Proof. Due to the symmetry of the problem, it suffices to consider maxqPV Vipqq for a given (fixed)
i P Ω1. Since Vipqq � max

 
qpCiq, Nε2 �maxpq|Ci

q(, the maximum is trivially reached when q|Ci
has each

component as large as possible. If ε ¡ 1
N , then tN2εu ¥ N , so that q|Ci

has the highest possible value of
1

N2ε
for each of its N components, resulting in Vipqq � 1

Nε . If ε ¤ 1
N , the optimal q|Ci

contains all the
rN2εs ¤ N non-zero components of q, resulting in maxqPV Vipqq � maxp1, ε2Nεq.

We next consider maxqPV
°
iPΩ1

Vipqq, and derive the following supporting result.

Lemma 4.3. The optimal q that maximizes
°
iPΩ1

Vipqq is such that it maximizes7
°
iPΩ1

1tqpCiq�0u.

Further, if ε ¡ 1
N , the optimal q has a 1

N2ε
component in each separate q|Ci

, i P Ω1.

7For a boolean proposition A, we use 1A to denote the indicator function, 1A � 1 if A is true, and 0 otherwise.
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Proof. We prove by contradiction, using an interchange argument. In particular, assume that the optimal
q is such that

°
iPΩ1

1tqpCiq�0u   N and D j P Ω1 such that q|Cj
has at least two nonzero components.

Without loss of generality, let ` P Ω2 X Cj be such that q` ¡ 0, and let k P Ω1 be such that q|Ck
� 0.

Consider an arbitrary ¯̀P Ω2XCk, and a new vector q̃ � q�qt`u� q` 1t¯̀u (i.e., the nonzero component q`
transferred from index ` to index ¯̀). It can be immediately checked that q̃ P QI , and Vipqq � Vipq̃q for
any i � j, k. Furthermore, since q|Cj

contained at least two nonzero elements, Vjpqq � Vjpq̃q ¤ q`, while
Vkpqq�Vkpq̃q � �q` �maxp1, N ε2q ¤ �q`. Therefore,

°
iPΩ1

Vipqq ¤
°
iPΩ1

Vipq̃q, which is a contradiction.

If ε ¤ 1
N , there are at most rN2εs ¤ N nonzero components in q, and the above argument implies that it

is optimal to have at most one such component in each Ci, i P Ω1, resulting in
°
iPΩ1

Vipqq � maxp1, Nε2q.
If ε ¡ 1

N , the above argument implies that it is optimal to have at least one non-zero component
in each q|Ci

, i P Ω1. In this case, it can be shown that the optimal q has a 1
N2ε

component in each
q|Ci

, i P Ω1. We omit the details here, but note that the proof is again by contradiction and involves a

similar interchange argument as above (between the fractional 1 � tN2εu
N2ε

component in a particular q|Ci

and a 1
N2ε

component in a q|Cj
, j � i that necessarily contains at least two 1

N2ε
components).

Due to Lemma 4.3, in the case that ε ¡ 1
N , we only need to specify the distribution of the remaining

rN2εs � N nonzero components to fully characterize maxqPV
°
iPΩ1

Vipqq. The following result achieves
this.

Lemma 4.4. Let n�
def�

Y
tN2εu�N
N�1

]
. If ε ¡ 1

N , there exists an optimal q that maximizes
°
iPΩ1

Vipqq, such

that:

(i) q|Ci
has a 1

N2ε
component for all i P Ω1.

(ii) If n� ¥ 1, q|Ci
� 1

N2ε
1|Ci

, @ i P  1, . . . , n�
(

.

(iii) q|Cn��1
contains NL

def� 1�ptN2εu�Nq mod pN �1q components equal to 1
N2ε

, and one component

equal to 1� tN2εu
N2ε

.

Proof. The proof is by contradiction, which is derived using an exchange argument.
(i). This is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.3.
For proving (ii) and (iii), we first note that

°
iPΩ1

Vipqq is invariant with respect to permutations of
elements in Ω1, as is Vipqq with respect to permutations of elements in Ci. Therefore, without loss of
generality, we may restrict attention to those q P V such that qpCiq, and hence implicitly Vipqq, form a
non-decreasing sequence across i P Ω1, i.e.,

qpC1q ¥ qpC2q ¥ � � � ¥ qpCN q. (28)

(ii). We argue that, in case (ii) is not true in an optimal q, a solution with objective at least as
large as q can be constructed, satisfying (ii). To this end, consider a restricted optimal q satisfying (i)
and (28), and assume that (ii) is true only for i P t1, . . . ,mu, where m   n�. Such a case is possible only
if 1 ¤ n�   N , which implies that pN �mq ¥ 2. Also, since (ii) is satisfied only for m   n� subtrees
Ci, due to the pigeon-hole principle, q|Cm�1 and q|Cm�2 contain at least two 1

N2ε
components. Consider

a q̃ resulting obtained by exchanging a component with value   1
N2ε

in q|Cm�1 with a 1
N2ε

component
in q|Cm�2 . Using the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, it can be seen that q̃ may only
increase

°
iPΩ1

Vipq̃q, compared to q. Relabeling the indices in tm � 2, . . . , Nu as needed to ensure that
q̃ satisfies (28), and repeating the above exchange argument as many times as needed eventually results
in a q̃ that satisfies (ii).

(iii). The proof involves the same interchange argument as above, between q|Cn��1
and q|Cn��2

. We
omit the details due to space considerations.

These results lead to the following main theorem concerning an analytical value for α�.
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Theorem 4.3. If ε ¡ 1
N , the optimal scaling α� is given by

α� � max
!ε1

ε
, fpN, ε, ε2q

)
(29)

where, fpN, ε, ε2q def�
Y

tN2εu�N
N�1

]
� 1
Nε � max

"
ε2
Nε ,

NL
N2ε

� 1 � tN2εu
N2ε

*
�

�
N �

Y
tN2εu�N
N�1

]
� 1



� ε2
Nε , and

NL
def� 1� ptN2εu�Nq mod pN � 1q. In the above case, the optimal scaling α� is upper bounded by

αUBpε1, ε2q def� max
!ε1

ε
,
ε2

ε
� p1� ε2qpNε� 1q

pN � 1qε
)
, (30)

and the bound becomes tight if tN2εu � N2ε and
Y

tN2εu�N
N�1

]
� tN2εu�N

N�1 . Lastly, if ε ¤ 1
N , the optimal

scaling α� is given as

α� � max
 
Nε1,

ε1ε2

ε
,Nε2

(
(31)

Proof. Consider the case of ε ¡ 1
N . Equation (27) captures α� as the maximum of two arguments.

Lemma 4.2 specifies the maximum possible value for the first argument, which can be seen to be ε1
ε .

Lemma 4.4 specifies an optimal q P V that maximizes the second argument
°
iPΩ1

Vipqq. We may
therefore write α� in this case as,

α� � max

#
ε1

ε
,
¸
iPΩ1

max
 
q�pCiq, Nε2 �maxpq�|Ci

q(
+
. (32)

Applying Lemma 4.4, it can be seen that the value of the second argument in (32)

�
Z
tN2εu�N

N � 1

^
� 1

Nε
�max

"
ε2

Nε
,
NL

N2ε
� 1� tN2εu

N2ε

*
�
�
N �

Z
tN2εu�N

N � 1

^
� 1



� ε2

Nε

�
Z
tN2εu�N

N � 1

^
� 1

Nε
�max

"
0,

NL

N2ε
� 1� tN2εu

N2ε
� ε2

Nε

*
�
�
N �

Z
tN2εu�N

N � 1

^

� ε2

Nε
.

When the maximum in the middle expression is the first term (i.e., 0), we get the value

ε2

ε
�
Z
tN2εu�N

N � 1

^
� 1� ε2

Nε
¤ ε2

ε
� pNε� 1qp1� ε2q

pN � 1qε ,

which exactly corresponds to the bound in (30). When the maximum in the middle expression is the
second term, the expression becomes

� ε2

ε
�
Z
tN2εu�N

N � 1

^
� 1� ε2

Nε
� NL

N2ε
� 1� tN2εu

N2ε
� ε2

Nε

� ε2

ε
�
Z
tN2εu�N

N � 1

^
� 1� ε2

Nε
�

tN2εu�N � pN � 1q �
Y

tN2εu�N
N�1

]
N2ε

� 1� tN2εu

N2ε
� 1�Nε2

N2ε

� ε2

ε
�
Z
tN2εu�N

N � 1

^
� Np1� ε2q �N � 1

N2ε
� N2ε�N

N2ε
� 1�Nε2

N2ε

� ε2

ε
�
Z
tN2εu�N

N � 1
� 1

^
� 1�Nε2

N2ε
� N2ε�N

N2ε
.
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Using f1
def� N2ε� tN2εu and f2

def� tN2εu�N
N�1 �

Y
tN2εu�N
N�1

]
, the above expression becomes

� ε2

ε
�
�
N2ε� f1 �N

N � 1
� f2 � 1



� 1�Nε2

N2ε
� N2ε�N

N2ε

� ε2

ε
� N2ε�N

N � 1
� 1�Nε2

N2ε
� N2ε�N

N2ε
�
�

1� f2 � f1

N � 1



� 1�Nε2

N2ε

� ε2

ε
� pNε� 1qp1� ε2q

pN � 1qε �
�

1� f2 � f1

N � 1



� 1�Nε2

N2ε
.

We claim that 1� f2 � f1

N�1 ¥ 0. To see this, note that, since pN � 1qf2   N � 1 and pN � 1qf2 P Z, we
have

f2 ¤ N � 2

N � 1
ô

0 ¤ 1� f2 � 1

N � 1
ñ (since f1 P r0, 1q)

0 ¤ 1� f2 � f1

N � 1
.

Therefore, since 1 ¤ Nε2, we have that
�

1� f2 � f1

N�1

	
� 1�Nε2

N2ε
¤ 0, hence the expression for α� is again

upper bounded by (30), which completes the proof for the first claim of the lemma.

If ε ¤ 1
N , (27) simplifies due to Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 as,

α� � max
 
Nε1,

ε1ε2

ε
,Nε2

(
This concludes the proof of the theorem.

4.2 Optimal Design of Dynamically Consistent AVaR

The previous results provide exact characterizations of the price of dynamic consistency, α�, for any fixed
choice of AVaR risk measures (as specified by ε and ε1,2). From a practical perspective, a natural question
would be to look for the tightest possible approximation of the näıve AVaR by means of a dynamically
consistent AVaR. More precisely, for a fixed ε and N , we may seek the ε1,2 resulting in the smallest
possible price of dynamic consistency α�. The following set of results provides a characterization of these
choices, and a discussion of the insights.

Lemma 4.5. When ε ¤ 1
N , the smallest α� is obtained by taking ε�1 � ε�2 �

?
ε.

Proof. Theorem 4.3 states that α� � maxpNε1,
ε1ε2
ε , Nε2q, whenever ε ¤ 1

N . Since we always require
ε1ε2 ¥ ε (so as to have µC ¤ µI), it is optimal to set ε�1ε

�
2 � ε. By the symmetry of the expression for

α�, this implies that ε�1 � ε�2 �
?
ε always results in the smallest possible price of dynamic consistency,

namely α� � N
?
ε for 1

N2   ε ¤ 1
N and α� � 1 for ε ¤ 1

N2 .

For the remainder of the analysis, we work with the upper bound αUB provided by (30). The following
lemma summarizes the necessary results for the case of ε ¡ 1

N .

Lemma 4.6. The smallest value of αUB is given by

2Np1� εq
1�Nε�

a
1�N2εp4� 3εq � 2Nεp�3� 2εq , (33)
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and corresponds to setting

ε�1 �
2Nεp1� εq

1�Nε�
a

1�N2εp4� 3εq � 2Nεp�3� 2εq

ε�2 �
1�Nε�

a
1�N2εp4� 3εq � 2Nεp�3� 2εq

2Np1� εq .

(34)

Proof. The optimal αUB is obtained from the following optimization problem

min max
!ε1

ε
,
ε2

ε
� p1� ε2qpNε� 1q

pN � 1qε
)

s.t. ε1ε2 ¥ ε

ε1,2 P r0, 1s.
It is easy to see that the objective is a convex function of ε1 and ε2. Furthermore, since ε ¤ 1 ñ Nε�1 ¤
N �1, it is also non-decreasing in ε1 and ε2. Therefore, the constraint ε1ε2 ¥ ε will hold with equality at
optimality (otherwise, we would decrease both ε1 and ε2, yielding a strictly smaller objective), yielding

α�UB � min
ε2Pr0,1s

max
! 1

ε2
,
ε2

ε
� p1� ε2qpNε� 1q

pN � 1qε
)
.

Since the first term is non-increasing in ε2, while the second is non-decreasing, the value ε2 yielding the
unconstrained optimum is given by

1

ε2
� ε2

ε
� p1� ε2qpNε� 1q

pN � 1qε ô ε2 � 1�Nε�
a

1�N2εp4� 3εq � 2Nεp�3� 2εq
2Np1� εq .

It can be easily checked that the solution with a � sign is feasible for the r0, 1s bound constraints,
and hence provides the overall optimal choice. The corresponding ε�1 and α�UB can then be immediately
obtained.

The optimal choices are depicted in Figure 4. As can be seen from the plots, the optimal ε�1,2 (for

ε ¥ 1
N ) have a weak dependency on N , quickly converging to the values

ε̄�1 � lim
NÑ8

ε�1pNq �
2p1� εq?ε?
4� 3ε�?ε, ε̄�2 � lim

NÑ8
ε�2pNq �

a
p4� 3εqε� ε

2p1� εq ,

which yield the corresponding price of consistency ᾱ� � 2p1�εq?
p4�3εqε�ε

. It is interesting to note that the

choice of parameters ε�1,2 yielding the smallest price of dynamic consistency always satisfies ε�1 ¥ ε�2, i.e.,
more conservative risk assessments in the second period. However, the exact split is dependent on the
level of risk-aversion in the näıve (static) assessment - if the latter is quite conservative (ε ¤ 1

N ), then it
is optimal to take ε�1 � ε�2, i.e., measure the risk using the same function in each period.

5 Bounds For Multi-stage General Risk Measures

In this section, we extend the results from previous sections to general distortion risk measures and more
than two stages. While the ratio α� can be expressed analytically for problems with 2 stages and AVaR
risk measures, computing it becomes significantly harder for arbitrary distortion risk measures and more
stages. We show, in particular, that it is in general NP hard to solve Problem 1 even for a fixed number of
stages. Solving Problem 1 is, however, tractable when the consistent risk measure is AVaR with uniform
reference probability measures.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Choices resulting in tightest bound: ε1 (a), ε2 (b), and resulting α�UB (c).

5.1 General Distortion Risk Measures

This section extends the results from Section 3 to general risk measures applied to multi-stage dynamic
settings. Recall from Definition 2.4 that a dynamically consistent distortion risk measure for T stages is
defined by

µCpY q def� pµ1 � µ2 � � � � � µT qpY q .
The following theorem is then a T -stage equivalent of the optimization in Theorem 3.3.

Theorem 5.1. The smallest value of α such that µIpY q ¤ α µCpY q, @Y ¥ 0 for T stages is given by

α� � max
qPextpQIq

max
S�Ω1

°
iPS z1pi, qq
c1pSq ztpi, qq def� max

U�Ci

°
iPU zt�1pi, qq
ct|ipUq

t P r1, T s (35)

and zT pi, qq def� qi for all i P ΩT .

Theorem 5.1 follows by induction using an identical argument as Theorem 3.3.

Solving Problem 1 entails solving (35); we show that this problem is NP hard to solve for general risk
measures, even when T � 1. The hardness result follows by a reduction from SUBSET-SUM, which is
defined as follows.

Definition 5.1 (SUBSET-SUM). Given a set of integers tk1, k2, . . . , kmu, is there a subset that sums to
s?

The SUBSET-SUM problem is NP hard [14]. To reduce SUBSET-SUM to computing α�, we use the
Choquet representation of risk measures described in Theorem 2.2. To that end, assume any submodular
set function c and a probability measure P such that:

cpHq � 0 cpΩT q � 1 cpSq � gpPpSqq @S � ΩT ,

for some concave function g : RÑ R. Then, as discussed in Section 2, the function µ : X Ñ R defined by

µpY q def� max
!
qTY : qpSq ¤ cpSq, @S � Ω2

)
,

is a distortion risk measure. We are now ready to prove the hardness of solving Problem 1.

Theorem 5.2. Suppose α� is the optimal solution of (35) for general distortion risk measures and any
fixed number of stages T ¥ 1. Then, it is NP-hard to decide if α� � α for any α ¥ 1.
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Proof. Solving (35) for any T ¡ 1 is at least as hard as for T � 1. This can be seen by setting |Ωt| � 1
for all t P r1, T � 1s. The optimization problem (35) for T � 1 reduces to

α� � sup
Y¥0

maxqPsubpQIq q
TY

maxqPsubpQCq q
TY

� sup
Y¥0

maxqPsubpQ1q q
TY

maxqPsubpQ2q q
TY

, (36)

where both Q1,Q2 correspond to one-step risk measures. Using the representation of Q1,Q2 in Proposi-
tion 3.1 we have:

Qi �
!
q P ∆|Ω2| : qpSq ¤ cipSq, @S � Ω1

)
for i � 1, 2 .

The functions ci are, in particular, of the form cipSq � gipPpSqq where gi’s are concave functions and P is
a measure. Because both subpQ1q and subpQ2q are polymatroids and downward monotone, Theorem 7.2
can be used to further simplify the optimization of α� to:

α� � sup
Y ¥0

maxqPsubpQ1q q
TY

maxqPsubpQ2q q
TY

� max
S�Ω1

c1pSq
c2pSq . (37)

Now, assume a SUBSET-SUM problem with values k1, k2 . . . km and a value s such that 0 ¤ s ¤ 1, then
construct the functions c1 and c2 as follows:

Ppsiq � ki{
� m̧

j�1

kj

	

c1pSq � min
!
PpSq{s, 1

)
c2pSq �

a
PpSq

The optimal value of this problem is 1{?s if and only if there is a subset that sums to s. Theorem 7.2
requires that subpQ2q � subpQ2q, which holds trivially since c2pSq ¤ c1pSq for all S � Ω1. Since both c1,
c2 satisfy the conditions of distortion risk measures, any SUBSET-SUM problem can be reduced to the
problem of computing the optimal scale of two distortion risk measures.

Solving (35) may be difficult because of two main reasons. First, the set extQI is combinatorial
with exponentially many vertices. Second, the maximizations maxU�Ci

°
iPU zt�1pi, qq{ct|ipUq are over

exponentially many subsets. The following lemma indicates that the NP hardness is most likely due to
the former reason, not the latter one.

Lemma 5.1. Consider the specialization of (35) for some fixed q P QI :

max
S�Ω1

°
iPS z1pi, qq
c1pSq ztpi, qq def� max

U�Ci

°
iPU zt�1pi, qq
ct|ipUq

t P r1, T s . (38)

This problem can be solved using the Ellipsoid algorithm in time polynomial in N for any fixed T .

Proof. The optimization problem (38) for two stages can be simplified to:

max
S�Ω1

°
iPS zi
c1pSq zi � max

U�Ci

qpUq
c2|ipUq

.

Each value zi can be computed as:

zi � max
U�Ci

qpUq
c2|ipUq

� min
!
l P R : l � c2|ipUq � qpUq ¥ 0, @U � Ci

)
.

This optimization can be solved in polynomial time by bisection on l starting with l � 1. For any l,
the constraint l � c2|ipUq � qpUq ¥ 0, @ U � Ci can be checked in polynomial time, since the function
l � c2|ipUq � qpUq is submodular and can be minimized by the Ellipsoid method [51]. The problem
maxS�Ω1

°
iPS zi{c1pSq can then be solved similarly using the linearity of

°
iPS zi with respect to S. This

method can be readily extended to any number of steps T by induction.
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5.2 Uniform AVaR Measures

In this section, we extend the results from Section 4 to T stages. In particular, we consider a uniform ref-
erence measure, an arbitrary inconsistent distortion risk measure µI : RΩT Ñ R and a T -stage consistent
risk measure µC of the following form:

µCpY q � pAVaRε1 � . . . �AVaRεT qpY q .
The following result can be readily derived by induction using the same argument as Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 5.3. Suppose that µIpY q � AVaRεpY q. If ε ¤ ε1 � ε2 � . . . � εT , then µCpY q ¤ µIpY q for all
Y P X . Furthermore, if εt ¥ 1

N , @ t � 1 . . . T , then the reverse implication also holds.

Theorem 5.3 addresses only one part of Problem 1 for T -stage AVaRs with uniform measures. To
solve Problem 1 completely, one also needs to compute α�—the following theorem shows how.

Theorem 5.4. Define for each t P r0, T � 1s and i P Ωt:

htpi, qq def� maxtftpi, qq, gtpi, qqu ftpi, qq def�
¸
jPCi

ht�1pj, qq gtpi, qq def� Nεt�1 �max
jPCi

ht�1pj, qq

and hT pi, qq � qi for each i P ΩT . Then, the optimal scaling α� for the T -stage special case with µC as
AVaRs is given by

α� � max
qPQI

h0pi0, qq � max
qPextpQIq

h0pi0, qq,

where i0 P Ω0 is the root node.

The theorem follows from (35) by induction and an identical argument as Theorem 4.2.
Computing α� by maximizing h0 from Theorem 5.4 is nontrivial, since h0pi0, qq is piecewise linear in

q with an exponential number of linear pieces. The number of linear pieces is exponential because any
function:

h0p1, qq �
Ņ

i�1

maxtf1pi, qq, g1pi, qqu � max
dPt0,1uN

Ņ

i�1

pdif1pi, qq � p1� diqg1pi, qqq

represents a maximum over exponentially many linear functions even when f1 and g1 are linear in q.
However, we show next that there exists a function h̄0 that is a maximum over polynomially many linear
functions and has the same optimal value as h0. The function h̄0 is constructed by breaking symmetries
induced by the uniform reference measure.

To simplify the notation, we restrict our attention to a 3-stage setting and only discuss how to
generalize the argument to T stages. We use tuples of indices for the ease of reference: that is we write
pi, j, lq instead of simply l when i P Ω1, j P Ci, l P Cj ; for example qpi,j,lq � ql and f2ppi, j, lq, qq � f2pl, qq.
We also assume that the elements of any Ci are arbitrarily indexed by 1 . . . N for all i P Ωt and t P r0, T s;
for example pi, j, 1q is a valid index and 1 P Ω0.

Figure 5 depicts how the function h̄0 breaks the symmetries by imposing a particular order on the
elements of q. This approach is possible because all the reference measures are uniform. The order we
assume is such that ftpi, qq � gtpi, qq decreases with an increasing i. This structure makes it possible to
exchange the order of sums and maximizations as in:

h0p1, qq �
Ņ

i�1

maxtf1pi, qq, g1pi, qqu � max
ξ1Pr0,Ns

ξ1̧

i�1

f1pi, qq �
Ņ

i�ξ1�1

g1pi, qq .

The maximization over ξ1 can be done in polynomial time. However, to show a polynomial-time solvability
of h0, one needs to make similar assumptions in the definition of f1 as illustrated by ξ2 in Figure 5. The
order for ξ2 must apply to all children of f1p1, qq and f1p2, qq simultaneously; assuming such an order for
each f1pi, qq independently is insufficient. The following lemma formalizes this idea.
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qp1,1,3q

qp1,1,1q

qp1,3,1q

qp3,1,3q

...

...

h0 � f0 ¡ g0

f1p1q

g1p3q

f2p1, 1q

f2

f2

f2p2, 1q

g2

g2

f1p2q

f2p3, 1q

...

ξ1 � 2

ξ2 � 4

Figure 5: Example of a single linear segment of h̄0. The dashed lines represent the values ξ1 and ξ2

respectively. The labels on nodes represent the largest function for the node, e.g. f2p1q means that
f2p1q ¡ g2p1q.

Lemma 5.2. Suppose that T � 3, µC and µI are distortion risk measures with a uniform reference
measure, and µC is in particular a composition of AVaRs. Define h̄0p1, qq def� maxtf̄0p1, qq, ḡ0p1, qqu
where:

f̄0p1, qq def� max
ξ1Pr0,Ns

�
max

ξ2Pr0,ξ1Ns

ξ1̧

i�1

Ņ

j�1

�
f2ppi, jq, qq1iN�j¤ξ2 � ḡ2ppi, jq, qq1iN�j¡ξ2

	

�Nε2 � max
ξ12Prξ1,Ns

ξ12̧

i�ξ1�1

f2ppi, 1q, qq �
Ņ

i�ξ12�1

ḡ2ppi, 1q, qq



ḡ0p1, qq def� Nε1 �max
!

max
ξ2Pr0,Ns

� ξ2̧

j�1

f2pp1, jq, qq �
Ņ

j�ξ2�1

ḡ2pp1, jq, qq
	
,

N2ε1ε2 �maxtf2pp1, 1q, qq, ḡ2pp1, 1q, qqu
)

ḡ2ppi, jq, qq def� Nε3 � qpi,j,1q @pi, jq P Ω2 .

The function h̄0p1, qq has the following properties:

(i) It is a maximum over at most N �N2 linear functions.

(ii) α� � maxqPQI
h0p1, qq � maxqPQI

h̄0p1, qq.
Proof. The property (i) follows trivially from the definition of h̄0. Since f2 and ḡ2 are linear in q, the
functions f̄0 and ḡ0 have at most N �N2 and N linear pieces respectively.

To show the property (ii), we use the fact that the sets QI and QC are invariant with respect to
permutations of elements of q:

q P QI ñ qpσq P QI q P QC ñ qpσq P QC ,

for any σ P ΠpΩT q, where qpσq represents a permutation of the elements of q. In addition, when a
permutation σ influences only the order of elements in Ci for some i P Ωt and t P r0, T � 1s, then
hτ pj, qq � hτ pj, qpσqq for any τ P r0, ts and j P Ωτ .
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Now, assuming a given q� P arg maxqPQI
h0p1, qq, we show there exists q1 � q�pσq for some σ P ΠpΩT q

such that h0p1, q�q � h0p1, q1q � h̄0p1, q1q. We analyze the following cases separately, with (C2), (C3),
and (C4) being mutually exclusive.

(C1) For each t P r0, T � 1s and i P Ωt such that gtpi, q�q ¡ ftpi, q�q, consider a permutation σ1 P ΠpΩT q
that moves the largest child to the first position in subtree Ci such that ht�1ppi, 1q, q�pσ1qq ¥
ht�1ppi, jq, q�pσ1qq for all j P Ci. This can be done by separately permuting the nodes for every Ci.

Suppose that q1
def� q�pσ1q, then:

gtpi, q1q � Nεt�1 � ht�1ppi, 1q, q1q @j P Ωt, @t P r0, T � 1s

and g2pi, q1q � ḡ2pi, q1q when i P Ω2.

(C2) When g0p1, q1q ¥ f0p1, q1q and g1p1, q1q   f1p1, q1q, then define σ2 P ΠpΩT q such that f2pp1, jq, q1pσ2qq�
g2pp1, jq, q1pσ2qq decreases with an increasing j for j P r1, N s. This can be done by permuting the
nodes in C1. This permutation does not break the structure achieved by σ1 in (C1) because it
reorders the children of different nodes. Then:

h0p1, q1q
(C2)� g0p1, q1q

(C2)� Nε1 � f1p1, q1q � Nε1 �
Ņ

j�1

maxtf2pp1, jq, q1q, g2pp1, jq, q1qu

� max
ξ2Pr0,Ns

Nε1 �
� ξ2̧

j�1

f2pp1, jq, q1pσ2qq �
Ņ

j�ξ2�1

g2pp1, jq, q1pσ2qq
	

(C1)� max
ξ2Pr0,Ns

Nε1 �
� ξ2̧

j�1

f2pp1, jq, q1pσ2qq �
Ņ

j�ξ2�1

ḡ2pp1, jq, q1pσ2qq
	
.

Let q1 � q1pσ2q.

(C3) When g0p1, q1q ¥ f0p1, q1q and g1p1, q1q ¥ f1p1, q1q, then:

h0p1, q1q
(C3)� g0p1, q1q

(C3)� Nε1 � g1p1, q1q
(C1)� N2ε1ε2 � h2pp1, 1q, q1q

(C1)� N2ε1ε2 �maxtf2pp1, 1q, q1q, ḡ2pp1, 1q, q1qu.

Let q1 � q1.

(C4) When g0p1, q1q   f0p1, q1q, then define σ3 P ΠpΩT q such that f1pi, q1q � g1pi, q1q decreases with an
increasing i. This can be done by permuting the nodes in C1. This permutation does not break the
structure achieved by σ1 in (C1) since it reorders only nodes where ft dominates gt. Then:

h0p1, qq (C4)� f0p1, qq �
Ņ

i�1

maxtf1pi, q2q, g1pi, q2qu

� max
ξ1Pr0,Ns

ξ1̧

i�1

f1pi, q2pσ3qq �
Ņ

i�ξ1�1

g1pi, q2pσ3qq

Let q2 � q1pσ3q, assume a fixed ξ1 and construct σ4 P ΠpΩT q such that f2ppi, jq, q2pσ4qq �
g2ppi, jq, q2pσ4qq decreases with a lexicographically increasing pi, jq for i P r1, ξ1s. This can be done
by permuting the nodes in

�
iPr1,ξ1s

Ci. This permutation does not break the structure achieved by
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σ1 and σ3 because it reorders children of different nodes. Then:

ξ1̧

i�1

f1pi, q2q �
ξ1̧

i�1

Ņ

j�1

maxtf2ppi, jq, q2q, g2ppi, jq, q2qu

(C1)�
ξ1̧

i�1

Ņ

j�1

maxtf2ppi, jq, q2q, ḡ2ppi, jq, q2qu

� max
ξ2Pr0,ξ1Ns

ξ1̧

i�1

Ņ

j�1

�
f2ppi, jq, q2pσ4qq1iN�j¤ξ2 � ḡ2ppi, jq, q2pσ4qq1iN�j¡ξ2

	
.

Let q3 � q2pσ4q, assume a fixed ξ1, and construct σ5 P ΠpΩT q such that f2ppi, 1q, q3pσ5qq �
g2ppi, 1q, q3pσ5qq decreases with an increasing i for i P rξ1 � 1, N s. This can be done by permuting
the nodes rξ1 � 1, N s. This permutation does not break the structure achieved by σ1, σ3 and σ4

reorders different nodes. Then:

Ņ

i�ξ1�1

g1pi, q2q �
Ņ

i�ξ1�1

g1pi, q3q
(C1)� Nε2 �

Ņ

i�ξ1�1

h2ppi, 1q, q3q

(C1)� Nε2 �
Ņ

i�ξ1�1

maxtf2ppi, 1q, q3q, ḡ2ppi, 1q, q3qu

� Nε2 � max
ξ12Prξ1,Ns

ξ12̧

i�ξ1�1

f2ppi, 1q, q3pσ5qq �
Ņ

i�ξ12�1

ḡ2ppi, 1q, q3pσ5qq .

Let q1 � q3pσ5q.
Finally, combining conditions (C1) - (C4) gives us h0p1, q�q � h0p1, q1q � h̄0p1, q1q and q1 P QI . It can
be also seen readily that h̄0p1, qq ¤ h0p1, qq since h0 maximizes over a superset of linear functions of h̄0;
for example:

h0p1, qq �
Ņ

i�1

maxtf1pi, qq, g1pi, qqu � max
dPt0,1ur1,Ns

Ņ

i�1

pdif1pi, qq � p1� diqg1pi, qqq

¥ max
ξ1Pr0,Ns

ξ1̧

i�1

f1pi, qq �
Ņ

i�ξ1�1

g1pi, qq � h̄0p1, qq .

The technique described in Lemma 5.2 can be generalized to an arbitrary number of stages T . Such a
generalization involves a function h̄0 that is defined as a maximization over ξ1 P r0, N s, . . . , ξT P r0, NT su
instead of over tξ1 P r0, N s, ξ2 P r0, N2su. Using the representation in Lemma 5.2, we now show that
computing α� is indeed tractable by solving a linear program for every linear segment of h̄0.

Theorem 5.5. The optimization problem maxqPQI
h0p1, qq can be solved with NOpT 2q evaluations of

linear programs. This runtime is polynomial in N for any fixed number of stages T .

Proof. Lemma 5.2 shows that it is necessary to optimize only over h̄0, which has a polynomial number
of linear pieces. For three stages, this means solving a linear program for each choice of ξ1, ξ2, ξ

1
2 in the

definition of h̄0. For example, maximizing f̄0 of Lemma 5.2 entails solving the following optimization
problem:

max
qPQI

� ξ1̧

i�1

Ņ

j�1

�
f2ppi, jq, qq1iN�j¤ξ2 � ḡ2ppi, jq, qq1iN�j¡ξ2

	
�Nε2 �

ξ1

2̧

i�ξ1�1

f2ppi, 1q, qq �
Ņ

i�ξ1

2�1

ḡ2ppi, 1q, qq



.
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Since the set QI is a polymatroid when µI is a distortion risk measure, this optimization problem can
be solved in time polynomial in NT . There are, then, OppN � 1q � pN2 � 1qq such linear program evalu-
ations needed, one for each setting ξ1 P r0, N s, . . . , ξT P r0, NT su, which shows the desired polynomial
complexity.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we examined two different paradigms for measuring risk in dynamic settings - a dynami-
cally consistent (or time-consistent) formulation, whereby the risk assessments are designed so as to avoid
na ive reversals in the decision process, and a dynamically inconsistent one (which is easier to specify
and calibrate from preference data). We discussed necessary and sufficient conditions under which the
consistent assessment is always lower than the inconsistent one, and we characterized the price of con-
sistency, i.e., the factor by which a scaled dynamically consistent formulation would also upper bound a
dynamically inconsistent one. We furthermore discussed specific cases involving the AVaR risk measure,
when the price of consistency can be analytically or computationally evaluated.

7 Appendix

7.1 Submissives, Downward Monotone Closures and Anti-blocking Polyhedra

In the current section, we discuss the important notion of the down monotone closure of a polytope
(also known as its anti-blocking polyhedron or its submissive). Our exposition mostly follows Chapter
9 in Schrijver [50], to which we direct the interested reader for a more comprehensive treatment and
references to related literature.

A polyhedron Q in Rn is said to be down(ward)-monotone (or of anti-blocking type) if

Q � H, Q � Rn�, and 0 ¤ y ¤ x and x P Q imply y P Q.
The following proposition summarizes a useful representation for down-monotone polyhedra.

Proposition 7.1. A polyhedron Q in Rn is down-monotone if and only if there is a finite set I of vectors
taiuiPI and coefficients tbiuiPI such that ai ¥ 0, ai � 0, bi ¥ 0, @ i P I, and

Q �  
x P Rn : aTi x ¤ bi, @ i P I

(
.

Proof. The proof follows closely from the definitions. We omit it here, and direct the interested reader
to Schrijver [50].

We remark that, whenever Q is full-dimensional, the right-hand sides bi in the representation above
can be taken to be strictly positive.

For any polyhedron Q � Rn, we can define its down-monotone closure (also known as its submissive)
by

subpQq def�  
y P Rn� : Dx P Q, x ¥ y (. (39)

It can be easily checked that subpQq � pQ � Rn�q X Rn�, and that subpQq is full-dimensional if and
only if Q z tx P Rn : xj � 0u � H, for all j P r1, ns (see Balas and Fischetti [8]). A very interesting
characterization of the down-monotone closure of a polyhedron is possible in terms of the polar of the
polyhedron P . However, since these results are not directly needed in our treatment here, we direct the
interested reader to Fulkerson [26], Balas and Fischetti [8], Balas et al. [9] and Chapter 9 in Schrijver
[50].

Under appropriate conditions, optimizing a linear function over a polyhedron Q is equivalent to
optimizing a related linear function over the downward monotone closure of Q. The following result,
which follows this paradigm, is very useful in our analysis.
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Theorem 7.1. For any polyhedron Q � Rn� and for any w ¥ 0, we have

max
qPQ

wTq � max
qPsubpQq

wTq.

Proof. Clearly, since Q � subpQq, the left side is always at most equal to the right side. To argue
the reverse, note that for any x P subpQq, there exists q P Q satisfying q ¥ x ¥ 0, which implies
wTx ¤ wTq, @w ¥ 0. Since this is true for an arbitrary x, the reverse inequality must also hold.

Down-monotone polyhedra have been used for studying the strength of relaxations in integer program-
ming and combinatorial optimization (see Goemans and Hall [28] are references therein). The following
result is relevant for our purposes.

Theorem 7.2. Let P and Q be two downward monotone polytopes in Rn, with Q � P . Then

1. P � αQ if and only if, for any nonnegative vector w P Rn,

max twTx : x P Qu ¥ 1

α
max twTx : x P P u.

2. Letting α� denote the minimum value of α such that P � αQ, we have

α� � sup
c¥0

max tcTx : x P P u
max tcTx : x P Qu ,

where, by convention, 0
0 � 1.

3. If Q �  
x P Rn� : aTi x ¤ bi, @ i P I

(
, where ai, bi ¥ 0, then

α� � max
iPI

di
bi
, where di

def� max
xPP

aTi x.

Proof. Part (1) is exactly Lemma 1 in Goemans and Hall [28]. Since the latter reference omits a proof,
we include one below, for completeness. “ñ” follows trivially. “ð” Since Q � P , it must be that α ¥ 1.
Assume (by contradiction) that D x̄ P P zαQ. Since Q is down-monotone, by Proposition 7.1, it can be
written as Q � tx P Rn� : aTi x ¤ bi, @ i P I u, where ai, bi ¥ 0, @ i P I. Since x̄ R αQ, there exists
j P I such that aTj x̄ ¡ α bj . Since x̄ P P , we obtain the desired contradiction, 1

α max taTj x : x P P u ¥
1
αa

T
j x̄ ¡ bj ¥ max taTj x : x P Qu.
Part (2) follows as an immediate corollary of Part (1).
Part (3) is exactly Theorem 2 in Goemans and Hall [28], to which we direct the reader for a complete

proof.

The above result shows that α� can be �8, which is the case if Q has a strictly smaller dimension
than P (in this case, some bi are 0, while the corresponding di are strictly ¡ 0 - see Schrijver [50]).
However, if Q is full-dimensional, α� is always finite.

7.2 Submodular Functions and Polymatroids

In this section of the Appendix, we discuss the basic properties of Choquet capacities in light of their
connection with rank functions of polymatroids. The exposition is mainly based on volume B of Schrijver
[51] (Chapter 44) and Chapter 2 of Fujishige [25] (Section 3.3), to which we direct the interested reader
for more information.

Consider a ground set Ω with |Ω| � n, and let c be a set function on Ω, that is, c : F ÞÑ R, where
F � 2Ω is the set of all subsets of Ω. The function c is called submodular if

cpT q � cpUq ¥ cpT X Uq � cpT Y Uq, @T,U P F .
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The function c is called nondecreasing if cpT q ¤ cpUq whenever T � U � Ω. For a given set function c
on Ω, we define the following two polyhedra

Pc def�  
x P R|Ω| : x ¥ 0, xpSq ¤ cpSq, @S � Ω

(
EPc def�  

x P R|Ω| : xpSq ¤ cpSq, @S � Ω
(
.

(40)

Note that Pc is nonempty if and only if c ¥ 0, and that EPc is nonempty if and only if cpHq ¥ 0.
These conditions are trivially satisfied in our exposition, since all set functions c of interest are Choquet
capacities, i.e., by Definition 2.1, they are are nondecreasing and normalized, cpHq � 0, cpΩq � 1.

If c is a submodular function, they Pc is called the polymatroid associated with c, and EPc the extended
polymatroid associated with c. Note that a nonempty extended polymatroid is always unbounded, while
a polymatroid is always a polytope, since 0 ¤ xi ¤ cptiuq, @ i P Ω. The next theorem provides a very
useful result concerning the set of tight constraints in the representation of EPc.

Theorem 7.3 (Theorem 44.2 in Schrijver [51]). Let c be a submodular set function on Ω and let x P EPc.
Then the collection of sets U � Ω satisfying xpUq � cpUq is closed under taking unions and intersections.

Proof. Suppose xpT q � cpT q and xpUq � cpUq. Then

cpT q � cpUq ¥ cpT X Uq � cpT Y Uq ¥ xpT X Uq � xpT Y Uq � xpT q � xpUq � cpT q � cpUq,

hence equality most hold throughout, and xpT X Uq � cpT X Uq and xpT Y Uq � cpT Y Uq.
A vector x P EPc (or in Pc) is called a base vector of EPc (or of Pc) if xpΩq � cpΩq. The set of all

base vectors is called the base polytope of c and is denoted by Bc,

Bc def�  
x P R|Ω| : xpSq ¤ cpSq, @S � Ω, xpΩq � cpΩq (.

The following theorem summarizes several simple properties of Bc, and its relation to EPc and Pc.

Theorem 7.4. For any submodular function c satisfying cpHq � 0,

(i) Bc is a face of EPc, and is always a polytope.

(ii) EPc � Bc � Rn�, so that EPc and Bc have the same extreme points.

(iii) Pc � subpBcq.
(iv) For any λ ¥ 0, Bλc � λ � Bc, EPλc � λ � EPc, and Pλc � λ � Pc.

Proof. (i) The fact that Bc is a face of EPc follows directly from the definitions. To see that Bc is a
polytope, note that, for any i P Ω, xi ¤ cptiuq, and xi � xpΩq � xpΩ z tiuq ¥ cpΩq � cpΩ z tiuq.

(ii) “�” Follows trivially. “�” Consider any y P EPc. Without loss of generality8, assume y does

not lie in the strict interior of EPc, and let Iy def�  
S P F : ypSq � cpSq( denote the collection of

sets corresponding to tight constraints at y. If Ω P Iy, then y P Bc, and the proof would be complete.
Therefore, let us assume Ω R Iy.

We claim that there exists s P Ω such that s R S, @S P Iy. To see this, note that, if any s P Ω
were contained in some S P Iy, then Ω P Iy, since the set of tight constraints is closed under union
and intersection, by Theorem 7.3. We can then consider the vector yλ � y � λ1s for λ ¥ 0. It is
easy to test that, for small enough λ, yλ P EPc. By making λ sufficiently large, at least one constraint
a set S containing s becomes tight, hence enlarging the set Iy. Repeating the argument for the point
yλ recursively, we eventually recover a vector ỹ that belongs to Bc. Since ỹ � y � ξ for some ξ ¥ 0,
we have that y P Bc � Rn�, which completes the proof of the first part of (ii). Since Rn� is a cone, and

8Such a y can always be obtained by adding a certain ξ ¥ 0, and if the resulting y� ξ P Bc�Rn
�, then also y P Bc�Rn

�.
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Bc is a polytope, the representation exactly corresponds to the Motzkin decomposition of an arbitrary
polyhedron, so that extpEPcq � extpBcq.

(iii) Follows immediately from (ii), since Pc � EPc X Rn� �
�
Bc � Rn�

�X Rn�
def� subpBcq.

(iv) Since λ c is also submodular, the results immediately follow from the definitions.

A central result in the theory of submodularity, due to Edmonds, is that a linear function wTx can
be optimized over an (extended) polymatroid by an extension of the greedy algorithm. The following
theorem summarizes the finding.

Theorem 7.5 (Theorem 44.3, Corollaries 44.3 a,b in Schrijver [51]). Let c be a submodular set function

on Ω with cpHq � 0 and let w P R|Ω|
� . Then the optimum solution of maxxPEPc w

Tx is given by

xpsiq def� c
�ts1, . . . , siu

�� c
�ts1, . . . , si�1u

�
, i P r1, ns,

where ps1, . . . , snq is a permutation of the elements of Ω such that wps1q ¥ wps2q ¥ . . .wpsnq. If c is
also nondecreasing, then the above x is also an optimal solution to the problem maxxPPc w

Tx.

Proof. The proof follows by duality arguments. We omit it here, and direct the interested reader to
Schrijver [51].

In view of this result, the following characterization for the extreme points of Bc, EPc and Pc is
immediate.

Theorem 7.6. For a submodular set function c satisfying cpHq � 0, the extreme points of Bc and EPc
are given by

xσpiq � c
�tσp1q, . . . , σpiqu�� c

�tσp1q, . . . , σpi� 1qu�, i P r1, ns,
where σ P ΠpΩq is any permutation of the elements of Ω. When c is also nondecreasing, the extreme
points of Pc are given by

xσpiq �
#
c
�tσp1q, . . . , σpiqu�� c

�tσp1q, . . . , σpi� 1qu� if i ¤ k,

0 if i ¡ k,

where σ P ΠpΩq is any permutation of the elements of Ω, and k ranges over r0, ns.

Proof. For a complete proof, we direct the reader to Theorem 3.22 in Fujishige [25] and Section 44.6c in
Schrijver [51].

The following corollary also immediately follows from the above result.

Corollary 7.1. For any submodular c such that cpHq � 0, Bc � Rn� if and only if c is nondecreasing.

Proof. “ð” Immediate, since Bc is the convex hull of its extreme points, which (by Theorem 7.6) are
nonnegative. “ñ” Consider any two sets T � U � Ω, and take a chain of sets S1 � S2 � � � � � S|UzT |
such that S1 � T and S|UzT | � U . By Theorem 7.6, there exists an extreme point x of Bc having elements
cpSi�1q � cpSiq, i P r1, |UzT | � 1s among some of its coordinates. Since x ¥ 0, we immediately obtain
that cpUq � cpT q ¥ 0.
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